Stasis, mini stasis, craft, Jupiter
Part 8

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/13/2012 12:29 AM

THIS IS A QUESTION FOR NIP
Hello Candace, I will not give the ins and outs, the little long details as to why I ask as it serve no
purpose to this thread. I ask because you may, or may not know an answer, and if you have no
answer then I am unlikely to ever find one unless I can get one direct from source light!
I am also aware that your time is precious in your duties to your teaching mission and thank you in
advance for your time.
OK, question, do you know of a being that talks with a sound that is like a clicking, a slow clicking
like the predator in the movie, but a much, much slower succession of clicks? Is there such a
being, and where would it be from, and is it light spark or dark shadow?
I doubt you will know, I know it's a long shot.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 8725967

Yep, I have in fact heard them. They are just servant beings who do chores like take people to
and from craft who cannot be dematerialized, or if going to craft that does not have scotty beam
me up. They are nothing to worry about. If you have heard it, count your blessings you were
awake enough to hear. You got a "treat". Perhaps a test to see if you could handle this. They float
you out of bed, and thru the walls to a levitation beam from the craft. And put you nicely back
when you are returned. I did not see the predator in the movie to compare.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8776768
United States
01/13/2012 11:39 AM
Probably tomorrow I will cover some stuff. I am standing back right now to watch, plus I was out
dealing with first of the month stuff today, and a bus system I did not know was working holiday
hours. LOTS of unexpected wait time. We have some material I will start a thread over, which I
can control, when I am ready to do so. All I can say, is that something happened that may be
positive, a break in the case so to speak. But what we will cover of that pubically, I do not know.
:peace on earth:
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Dear NIP,
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Do you mean the stasis is totally cancelled?
Thanks,
BWG
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1491467

No. Delayed. I posted a short piece on the front site from CM. Their has been an apparent
cooperation with some folks on the ground that ,well here it is.
The Big Cheese Speaks Out
Tuesday January 3, 2012

Dearly beloveds, you must understand there is a reason for everything. The intense pressure we
have put on the dark thru our messages and other means appears to have born some fruit. We
must test the fruit. If the tree bears the good fruit, this is going to allow a short time to prepare
people for the eventuality of the closure of the planet. That is all for now. I AM MICHAEL of
Nebadon.

Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my website are
approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste the mods time by
making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post for link and details.
Thankyou. NIP/Candace

[link to abundanthope.net]

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Bumping this in case some of you missed it, also see Kibo's piece about Jan 2 on my site. [link to
abundanthope.net]
It explains, regards stasis why it is delayed, still the necessary legal work and other issues. god
does things right. I did get some very good news yesterday about one major problem being
"sewed" up. "Heaven" has a court system and the truth is always part of that plus its needed here
FOR folks on earth, after stasis and also to be used aboard craft for teaching to those moving to
other worlds in body.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

hi candace, siraya's new message mentioned about teaching. teaching period will happen on
earth before stasis? Do darks coopearate with gods now?
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8776768
United States
01/13/2012 11:44 AM
THIS IS A QUESTION FOR NIP
Hello Candace, I will not give the ins and outs, the little long details as to why I ask as it serve no
purpose to this thread. I ask because you may, or may not know an answer, and if you have no
answer then I am unlikely to ever find one unless I can get one direct from source light!
I am also aware that your time is precious in your duties to your teaching mission and thank you in
advance for your time.
OK, question, do you know of a being that talks with a sound that is like a clicking, a slow clicking
like the predator in the movie, but a much, much slower succession of clicks? Is there such a
being, and where would it be from, and is it light spark or dark shadow?
I doubt you will know, I know it's a long shot.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 8725967

Yep, I have in fact heard them. They are just servant beings who do chores like take people to
and from craft who cannot be dematerialized, or if going to craft that does not have scotty beam
me up. They are nothing to worry about. If you have heard it, count your blessings you were
awake enough to hear. You got a "treat". Perhaps a test to see if you could handle this. They float
you out of bed, and thru the walls to a levitation beam from the craft. And put you nicely back
when you are returned. I did not see the predator in the movie to compare.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

hi Candace, has the intense wave sent out from Source now? before the wave arrives, do
evacuation still need? plan seems changed alot according to siraya's message.
DOK
User ID: 3777241
United States
01/13/2012 11:55 AM

...

Dear NIP,
Do you mean the stasis is totally cancelled?
Thanks,
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BWG
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1491467

No. Delayed. I posted a short piece on the front site from CM. Their has been an apparent
cooperation with some folks on the ground that ,well here it is.
The Big Cheese Speaks Out
Tuesday January 3, 2012

Dearly beloveds, you must understand there is a reason for everything. The intense pressure we
have put on the dark thru our messages and other means appears to have born some fruit. We
must test the fruit. If the tree bears the good fruit, this is going to allow a short time to prepare
people for the eventuality of the closure of the planet. That is all for now. I AM MICHAEL of
Nebadon.

Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my website are
approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste the mods time by
making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post for link and details.
Thankyou. NIP/Candace

[link to abundanthope.net]

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Bumping this in case some of you missed it, also see Kibo's piece about Jan 2 on my site. [link to
abundanthope.net]
It explains, regards stasis why it is delayed, still the necessary legal work and other issues. god
does things right. I did get some very good news yesterday about one major problem being
"sewed" up. "Heaven" has a court system and the truth is always part of that plus its needed here
FOR folks on earth, after stasis and also to be used aboard craft for teaching to those moving to
other worlds in body.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

hi candace, siraya's new message mentioned about teaching. teaching period will happen on
earth before stasis? Do darks coopearate with gods now?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 8776768
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Deleted message because article posted below. Much better to read the article.

(:-DeeZe
User ID: 7050204
United States
01/13/2012 01:06 PM
Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my website are
approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste the mods time by
making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post for link and details.
Thankyou. NIP

Siraya Speaks on Man's Role in the Universe
By Jess Anthony
Jan 16, 2012 - 5:11:04 AM

1-12-12
Siraya, I would like some additional comments from you. Please explain to me the lines of
authority and the extent that universal decisions can be modified. I have an understanding of the
enormity of the process going on, and realize it is more complicated than just pausing existence.
Speak to that, if you will. Speak to our involvement and our achievements at whatever level
Orvonton perceives them to be.
Jess, I'm speaking to you from far away, to your way of thinking on Earth, yet we are as close as
your thoughts. We are intimately involved with what you do on Earth because we have determined
the template of your DNA and your human attributes as they are manifested in your universe and
on your planet Urantia. You are an extension of us. Your physical frame is a reflection of the
concept we gave you. The concept of fully Trinitized form represented in this superuniverse is
passed from us to you as your embodiment.
How can you say we are not intimately involved? You are using the guise that is necessary for
existence on your planet in your universe. Your choice to experience these parameters dictated
the manifestation your energy would take. We selected the spirits that would make the attempt to
exist on your planet. Christ Michael Aton created the forms that became your bodies, but we
passed the spark of life to you from Creator Source through Christ Michael's spiritual counterpart
Nebadonia. We are linked to each of you and know intimately how you live our lives here.
The Creator Source has decided Earth will ascend to a higher level of energy and spiritual
alignment. This is definite and the process whereby this is obtained is the only variable. In the
case of Urantia, the paradigm for existence is so threadbare and toxic that assistance is
necessary to allow this planet to meet the natural evolution taking place in other planets in your
immediate solar system. An unimaginable process of growth and perfecting is at work currently in
all the planets-not just Urantia. This is necessary to set up the frequency of formal energy that will
be able to meet and incorporate the so-called Wave of creative transformation that Creator
Source has authorized for this sector of creation. The immense wave of energy is moving into
place. In order to accommodate this energy fully, galactic forces have been moving your solar
system into a better position. This was a calculated move to have fullest healing energy connect
with your ailing planet.
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These decisions were made on a higher level than Nebadon, although Christ Michael Aton was
always present at these discussions. He was given the assignment, as it were, of implementing
Creator Source's choice. Since he is linked to Creator Source as his embodiment in Christ
Michael Aton's own created Universe of Nebadon, the decision can be said also to be Christ
Michael Aton's. Within his Universe, Christ Michael Aton has free range to select how this process
will take place. However, we are not separated from you, and we are similarly experiencing the
discoveries that are taking place as situations are explored and then improved. We observe, but
also participate. It is an aspect of creation.
The process of ascension is vast and all-encompassing for everything that is part of the created
form. The scope of what is proceeding is beyond your imagining at this time. Earth's
transformation is only one part of the complex picture. Given the complexity shown in the process
on Earth, you can sense in a way the immensity of what is occurring in this part of your universe.
This is all being monitored and coordinated by Christ Michael Aton and his galactic forces. Your
involvement is just as significant for the final result, but it is not the only set of actions that must be
carried through.
You asked about your role in this ascension. Man's role is crucial at this point because Creator
Source and Christ Michael have determined that some inhabitants of Urantia will stay and
continue working to find greater spiritual truth in their form of incarnation. As has been said before,
cleaning a planet typically involves allowing it to collapse in on itself and rebuild in a slow,
coordinated process. Because Urantia was a bestowal planet for your Michael, and because it can
restore its function as an experimental laboratory for its inhabitants, an exception was made.
There was enough cry for change-however uninformed-after the events you call 9/11. Enough
people were of like mind globally to cause a re-thinking of the previous plans to evacuate and let
the planet restore itself.
Words and commentaries have been transmitted through various means, but their direct effect
was not substantial enough to cause a change in man's thinking. The unimaginable act that
brought down the twin towers became a trigger to shift the thinking and resolve of enough
inhabitants. Man called for change in one voice. The energy of the immediate reaction was
sufficient to cause a shift in the attention paid to man as a spiritual being. The possibility of having
man be part of the ascension process was broached, and the decision was made to change the
parameters of the reconfiguration of Urantia to include the participation of man.
Man's awareness has grown, and his understanding of the complexity of the ascension process
has been nurtured through a range of messengers and by examples of cultural assumptions
falling apart. The underpinnings of current lifestyles are being shown to be pointless and not in
accord with the universal spiritual truths that have formed the templates and building blocks of
your planet and its solar system.
Man-at least a satisfactory majority of Urantia's inhabitants-has begun searching for a way out.
Established educational and religious preconceptions color the types of salvation inhabitants are
searching for, but they are looking, nonetheless. This is the corps of Urantia's population that will
be returning to rebuild their global civilization once she is ready to receive them again.
Man will remember the past when he returns, but he will also realize he must change his thinking
to align his ideas and activities to the fundamentally different spiritual path that will be introduced.
The role of teacher and the task of providing visible examples of spiritual integrity and
responsibility will be the function of the so-called lightworkers who have returned. Those with a
greater understanding and sense of spiritual alignment with Creator Source and Christ Michael
will lead others to the point of view they have developed. The teaching will be enlightening, and
the end result will be the beginning of the sort of spiritually unified civilization that Urantia must
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have to continue her ascent.
This will be new but also remembered. Urantia's inhabitants have experienced these type of
cultural situations before, but their immediate memory has been blocked to allow them as
volunteers to explore and create from their discoveries. Much has gone awry from the blue print
Christ Michael Aton developed for his Universe of Nebadon. His seventh bestowal planet has
become so toxic it is almost too damaged to save. Certainly not with the experimental process that
is ongoing now. The long checklist Christ Michael Aton is working from has many unknowns and
unpredictable results because of the uniqueness of what he is undertaking. There is a correlation
to man's concept of time, so that man is able to make his behaviors correspond to what is in
process. Christ Michael Aton is working within the parameters Urantia's inhabitants have
developed to measure their existence. But the process remains in flux, even so, always being
reshaped to accommodate man's efforts or challenges. The schedule of events is not written
down; the only constant is the fact that Creator Source has determined ascension will take place
on Urantia with man as part of its game plan.
As so it is near. Most of the checklist items have been resolved or implemented. Much is going on
behind the public façade broadcast by the news agencies. Man should be preparing for this
amazing change as best he can--resolving personal issues that block spiritual alignment
and providing living examples of the type of compassion and responsibility that will make
up new ascension communities.
The process of change is already ongoing, and the final moments of your old style of existence
are here. Look for this to be resolved at any moment.
Siraya

[link to abundanthope.net]

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8783848
United States
01/13/2012 02:33 PM
i been consciously focusing on following my intuition 100 percent now. i am leading by example
showing others how it's done. the level of confidence in my knowing has expanded, it's
manifesting in others thought processes. it does not sit for those who are not ready and trapped in
the materialistic world of consumption. i have always been somewhat intimidating and forthcoming
with honest opinions, it has been slightly caustic but a useful tool. the ability to recognize the
mental and spiritual level within others has been helping me discern truth, or lies.
my level of awareness while lucid dreaming has reached a point where i am analyzing dream
characters thought processes through body movement and facial expressions. i can see the
subconscious work in play now in others while lucid dreaming, this has overlapped from my
waking experiences. i also started stepping outside myself while lucid, still in control and being
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able to pick about my own intentions and subconscious habits while in dream state. this has been
a exhilarating experience, a useful tool in discernment, and brings a sense of joy that i am more
aware.
loved ones around me are picking on on my energy levels and soaking the energy in. in the past i
had to take a great deal of time to recuperate from the strain of giving, at this point i seem to have
a boundless ocean before me. ego has been recognized and almost subdued into a useful tool of
acknowledgment. the synchronicity is amazing, even from a distance. as i proceed, i noticed i do
not seem to resonate with a large portion of humanity, not that i do not understand the situation
and that we are all one, it's just my truth doesn't coincide with most more often than not.
personally, i am staring to believe stasis will not happen shortly, do to the escalating process
happening before us.
as the world gets darker, and most ppl sink into fear, it is giving an opportunity to us who are here
and understand the situation. the more the light extinguishes on this planet, the brighter some of
us are becoming. i think it;s been hard for us to except that scenario, it requires sacrifice, and the
responsibility others will not take.
i can appreciate the structure a little better now that i have accepted my role in the school, as a
student.
so, like i said, stasis may very well happen, but i see a slow motion train wreck occurring being
presented as a tool for spiritual growth. why would the creator hinder us now that we are just
waking up, seems not practical at this time personally. i will not let my universe be dictated by
some outside influences, even though some things are beyond my control, my thoughts are not.
regardless of would-be stasis, it is time for us to manifest the reality we desire for the betterment
of the world. we are on the cusp of a new beginning, each individual contributing to the whole, we
play in it regardless of our lack of trying.
grace has been given for any amount of time living, we need to use this to our advantage and stop
wasting time on ego/satan/self/what not.
first we change ourselves, then we change the world, and soon the universe, and yes, i can
influence the universe, but only because the creator works through me.
while in may not have been the intention of the poster to instill a sense of fear and apathy
regarding this thread, i can perceive their is still much confusion.
i still do not process all the answers i seek, but it doesn't stop me from searching. i won;t allow the
idea of stasis to hinder my growth, which, i perceive it would at this point in time.
this is why i believe it is not happening at this point, we are in uncharted territory as we come into
the line up in the universe, as the serpent's tail is about to choke the snake.
i have no doubts as to where i stand on the imaginary line of this polarity at this point, it couldn't
be more obvious. i will help those around me as much as possible, on a deeper level than most
can imagine, as the creator has blessed me with tools of observation after years of beseeching.
please and thank you.
11:33
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 7050204
United States
01/13/2012 02:59 PM
i been consciously focusing on following my intuition 100 percent now. i am leading by example
showing others how it's done. the level of confidence in my knowing has expanded, it's
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manifesting in others thought processes. it does not sit for those who are not ready and trapped in
the materialistic world of consumption. i have always been somewhat intimidating and forthcoming
with honest opinions, it has been slightly caustic but a useful tool. the ability to recognize the
mental and spiritual level within others has been helping me discern truth, or lies.
my level of awareness while lucid dreaming has reached a point where i am analyzing dream
characters thought processes through body movement and facial expressions. i can see the
subconscious work in play now in others while lucid dreaming, this has overlapped from my
waking experiences. i also started stepping outside myself while lucid, still in control and being
able to pick about my own intentions and subconscious habits while in dream state. this has been
a exhilarating experience, a useful tool in discernment, and brings a sense of joy that i am more
aware.
loved ones around me are picking on on my energy levels and soaking the energy in. in the past i
had to take a great deal of time to recuperate from the strain of giving, at this point i seem to have
a boundless ocean before me. ego has been recognized and almost subdued into a useful tool of
acknowledgment. the synchronicity is amazing, even from a distance. as i proceed, i noticed i do
not seem to resonate with a large portion of humanity, not that i do not understand the situation
and that we are all one, it's just my truth doesn't coincide with most more often than not.
personally, i am staring to believe stasis will not happen shortly, do to the escalating process
happening before us.
as the world gets darker, and most ppl sink into fear, it is giving an opportunity to us who are here
and understand the situation. the more the light extinguishes on this planet, the brighter some of
us are becoming. i think it;s been hard for us to except that scenario, it requires sacrifice, and the
responsibility others will not take.
i can appreciate the structure a little better now that i have accepted my role in the school, as a
student.
so, like i said, stasis may very well happen, but i see a slow motion train wreck occurring being
presented as a tool for spiritual growth. why would the creator hinder us now that we are just
waking up, seems not practical at this time personally. i will not let my universe be dictated by
some outside influences, even though some things are beyond my control, my thoughts are not.
regardless of would-be stasis, it is time for us to manifest the reality we desire for the betterment
of the world. we are on the cusp of a new beginning, each individual contributing to the whole, we
play in it regardless of our lack of trying.
grace has been given for any amount of time living, we need to use this to our advantage and stop
wasting time on ego/satan/self/what not.
first we change ourselves, then we change the world, and soon the universe, and yes, i can
influence the universe, but only because the creator works through me.
while in may not have been the intention of the poster to instill a sense of fear and apathy
regarding this thread, i can perceive their is still much confusion.
i still do not process all the answers i seek, but it doesn't stop me from searching. i won;t allow the
idea of stasis to hinder my growth, which, i perceive it would at this point in time.
this is why i believe it is not happening at this point, we are in uncharted territory as we come into
the line up in the universe, as the serpent's tail is about to choke the snake.
i have no doubts as to where i stand on the imaginary line of this polarity at this point, it couldn't
be more obvious. i will help those around me as much as possible, on a deeper level than most
can imagine, as the creator has blessed me with tools of observation after years of beseeching.
please and thank you.
11:33
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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 8783848

Dear friend,
Your words find great resonance with us.
Much love to you in fellow service to our Creator......

overmind
User ID: 3022476
United States
01/13/2012 06:18 PM

i been consciously focusing on following my intuition 100 percent now. i am leading by example
showing others how it's done. the level of confidence in my knowing has expanded, it's
manifesting in others thought processes. it does not sit for those who are not ready and trapped in
the materialistic world of consumption. i have always been somewhat intimidating and forthcoming
with honest opinions, it has been slightly caustic but a useful tool. the ability to recognize the
mental and spiritual level within others has been helping me discern truth, or lies.
my level of awareness while lucid dreaming has reached a point where i am analyzing dream
characters thought processes through body movement and facial expressions. i can see the
subconscious work in play now in others while lucid dreaming, this has overlapped from my
waking experiences. i also started stepping outside myself while lucid, still in control and being
able to pick about my own intentions and subconscious habits while in dream state. this has been
a exhilarating experience, a useful tool in discernment, and brings a sense of joy that i am more
aware.
loved ones around me are picking on on my energy levels and soaking the energy in. in the past i
had to take a great deal of time to recuperate from the strain of giving, at this point i seem to have
a boundless ocean before me. ego has been recognized and almost subdued into a useful tool of
acknowledgment. the synchronicity is amazing, even from a distance. as i proceed, i noticed i do
not seem to resonate with a large portion of humanity, not that i do not understand the situation
and that we are all one, it's just my truth doesn't coincide with most more often than not.
personally, i am staring to believe stasis will not happen shortly, do to the escalating process
happening before us.
as the world gets darker, and most ppl sink into fear, it is giving an opportunity to us who are here
and understand the situation. the more the light extinguishes on this planet, the brighter some of
us are becoming. i think it;s been hard for us to except that scenario, it requires sacrifice, and the
responsibility others will not take.
i can appreciate the structure a little better now that i have accepted my role in the school, as a
student.
so, like i said, stasis may very well happen, but i see a slow motion train wreck occurring being
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presented as a tool for spiritual growth. why would the creator hinder us now that we are just
waking up, seems not practical at this time personally. i will not let my universe be dictated by
some outside influences, even though some things are beyond my control, my thoughts are not.
regardless of would-be stasis, it is time for us to manifest the reality we desire for the betterment
of the world. we are on the cusp of a new beginning, each individual contributing to the whole, we
play in it regardless of our lack of trying.
grace has been given for any amount of time living, we need to use this to our advantage and stop
wasting time on ego/satan/self/what not.
first we change ourselves, then we change the world, and soon the universe, and yes, i can
influence the universe, but only because the creator works through me.
while in may not have been the intention of the poster to instill a sense of fear and apathy
regarding this thread, i can perceive their is still much confusion.
i still do not process all the answers i seek, but it doesn't stop me from searching. i won;t allow the
idea of stasis to hinder my growth, which, i perceive it would at this point in time.
this is why i believe it is not happening at this point, we are in uncharted territory as we come into
the line up in the universe, as the serpent's tail is about to choke the snake.
i have no doubts as to where i stand on the imaginary line of this polarity at this point, it couldn't
be more obvious. i will help those around me as much as possible, on a deeper level than most
can imagine, as the creator has blessed me with tools of observation after years of beseeching.
please and thank you.
11:33
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 8783848

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8783848
United States
01/13/2012 06:54 PM
i have decided IT'S TIME to focus the full capacity of my awareness and force YOU all reading
these threads to acknowledge your OWN POWER.
and YOU WILL, you cannot sit on the sidelines waiting for one side to WIN or loose, the creator
didn't care for it BACK in the day, nothing has changed in that regard.
not for ourselves, but for THE WHOLE WORLD were we born.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8783848
United States
01/13/2012 06:58 PM
i have decided IT'S TIME to focus the full capacity of my awareness and force YOU all reading
these threads to acknowledge your OWN POWER.
and YOU WILL, you cannot sit on the sidelines waiting for one side to WIN or loose, the creator
didn't care for it BACK in the day, nothing has changed in that regard.
not for ourselves, but for THE WHOLE WORLD were we born.
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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 8783848

please and thank you
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8783848
United States
01/13/2012 07:15 PM
i have decided IT'S TIME to focus the full capacity of my awareness and force YOU all reading
these threads to acknowledge your OWN POWER.
and YOU WILL, you cannot sit on the sidelines waiting for one side to WIN or loose, the creator
didn't care for it BACK in the day, nothing has changed in that regard.
not for ourselves, but for THE WHOLE WORLD were we born.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 8783848

please and thank you
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 8783848

in doing so, i do not think i am infringing upon the free will of others, i am just enabling you to
reach your full potential. you will decide the direction and what energy you put out. i just wanted to
be clear on that.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/13/2012 07:19 PM

i have decided IT'S TIME to focus the full capacity of my awareness and force YOU all reading
these threads to acknowledge your OWN POWER.
and YOU WILL, you cannot sit on the sidelines waiting for one side to WIN or loose, the creator
didn't care for it BACK in the day, nothing has changed in that regard.
not for ourselves, but for THE WHOLE WORLD were we born.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 8783848

well you can't force all reading these threads to focus on their own power, its up to them, but I
highly advise making that a serious effort, not forcing, god does not force, I mean self work. Yes
for the whole world we chose to be born here.
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Hazel posted a piece to my forum which I put on the front site, that she got from a friend. I don't
know if the friend is the author or not, or if the piece just circulates, but it's very good.
Here is the link: [link to abundanthope.net] Its called the Twelve Responsibilities of Mastery. I
would advise folks to put it on their computers or print it out for study and reminders. If only
something like this was included in the teaching in man's houses of worship, for developing self
mastery is a fine way to worship and will show the way to those around those learning self
mastery. In fact, mind and behavior must be mastered to move upward to higher worlds. Mind is
incredibly powerful and misused by those who have yet to learn that power, and deliberately
abused by those who have learned something of it.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8783848
United States
01/13/2012 07:24 PM
i have decided IT'S TIME to focus the full capacity of my awareness and force YOU all reading
these threads to acknowledge your OWN POWER.
and YOU WILL, you cannot sit on the sidelines waiting for one side to WIN or loose, the creator
didn't care for it BACK in the day, nothing has changed in that regard.
not for ourselves, but for THE WHOLE WORLD were we born.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 8783848

well you can't force all reading these threads to focus on their own power, its up to them, but I
highly advise making that a serious effort, not forcing, god does not force, I mean self work. Yes
for the whole world we chose to be born here.
Hazel posted a piece to my forum which I put on the front site, that she got from a friend. I don't
know if the friend is the author or not, or if the piece just circulates, but it's very good.
Here is the link: [link to abundanthope.net] Its called the Twelve Responsibilities of Mastery. I
would advise folks to put it on their computers or print it out for study and reminders. If only
something like this was included in the teaching in man's houses of worship, for developing self
mastery is a fine way to worship and will show the way to those around those learning self
mastery. In fact, mind and behavior must be mastered to move upward to higher worlds. Mind is
incredibly powerful and misused by those who have yet to learn that power, and deliberately
abused by those who have learned something of it.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

using my intention is a kind of force, you were thinking of the word violence. i however was
thinking in terms of using language to manipulate the subconscious, hence the capitol words in
procession. i cannot really force someone to do anything but i can make a strong impression on
the mind.
this does not conflict with free will does it?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8783848
United States
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01/13/2012 07:43 PM
i appreciate your concern, i was waiting for almost that exact response from you. no worries, i am
aware.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7341199
United Kingdom
01/13/2012 07:45 PM
Hi Candace,
The latest targeted message to the children of the blood isn't signed. Shouldn't it be?
(Greetings, and all the best in these exciting times!)
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 7050204
United States
01/13/2012 08:08 PM
So, it would seem that based on the latest message to the dark brothers, they broke yet another
deal.
No more.
No more opportunities.
No more chances.
No more asking.
Negotiations are, indeed, over.
On Friday the 13th no less.......LoL
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/13/2012 08:34 PM

Hi Candace,
The latest targeted message to the children of the blood isn't signed. Shouldn't it be?
(Greetings, and all the best in these exciting times!)
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7341199
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no, it shouldn't. You can assume by the TONE its probably CM though. but not necessarily.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/13/2012 08:39 PM

So, it would seem that based on the latest message to the dark brothers, they broke yet another
deal.
No more.
No more opportunities.
No more chances.
No more asking.
Negotiations are, indeed, over.
On Friday the 13th no less.......LoL
Quoting: (:-DeeZe

oh a bunch. I have been hearing for days from various ones I connect with that its not going well. I
was happy though in one case as some arrest warrants of certain ones were finally obtained thru
a necessary police organization, and were delivered without mucking up and evasion for once.
This was in an arena of personal interest to me.
I don't know what all of you are hearing in other countries, but CNN has been beating the Iran
drum all day.
KUTRO
User ID: 8000586
United States
01/13/2012 09:07 PM
Hello Candace,
Guessing by the last targeted message, STASIS will go forward soon, maybe after the big WAVE
hits? When is the big WAVE going to hit? What is its significance to STASIS?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/13/2012 10:19 PM
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Hello Candace,
Guessing by the last targeted message, STASIS will go forward soon, maybe after the big WAVE
hits? When is the big WAVE going to hit? What is its significance to STASIS?
Quoting: KUTRO

editing to finish answer: below on the wave, stasis I am not sure yet, they haven't provided any
clues, but I have been told for some time now, that the more intense wave would set off more
earth changes, plus cause a lot of fear in people etc, etc, and so it would be time to do the stasis. I
have no problem if we don't get to do teaching with people feeling the wave intensely, to realize
something is going on in their placid world though. If we can't do announcements even short term
ones for some reason there are other things that can be done to wake people up to the fact the
end is here. One of those is placing a very massively lit craft for the white light in the east for the
final 7 days, that is in prophecy. The folks moved awake or awakened on ship will not be so
shocked if they have some notice that something is not right.

well the wave I think is in its early hit stage. I am nearing more noises, too much wind, the ears,
amplified noises etc. and i made a note in my solar/quake thread that maybe the 2.5 hz on the
haarp induction magnetometer last March before the japan quake maybe wasn't due to the
impending japan quake but perhaps the wave lap then. Its been climbing for maybe 10 days now
gradually above the 1.75 it usually runs to about 2.25 now. [link to www.haarp.alaska.edu]
However that is just an idea that suddenly popped into my head, and I have no idea if this is so or
not. I am watching electrons and other stuff too that can be affected by it. I was beginning to hear
that wave around feb 1.
Jan 23, 2011 1.75 ish [link to www.haarp.alaska.edu]
Feb 01 2011 2 hz [link to www.haarp.alaska.edu]
feb 15 2011 climbing [link to www.haarp.alaska.edu]
feb 26 2011 at 2.5, where it stayed until late april. [link to www.haarp.alaska.edu]
March 1, 2011 [link to www.haarp.alaska.edu]

mar 11 2011 (japan quake) [link to www.haarp.alaska.edu]

April 5, 2011 still high. [link to www.haarp.alaska.edu]
april 25, dropping. [link to www.haarp.alaska.edu]
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May 5, 2011 back to a "normal" 1.75 ish [link to www.haarp.alaska.edu]

and it has stayed ~1.75 until the recent gradual climbing. I think it was not the coming japan
quake, but rather the wave that made it 2.5+ during that time which persisted until the wave was
over, which was late april, early may.
I am going to copy this and put in my quake/solar thread
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8807088
United States
01/14/2012 12:01 AM
i love you, it's all good.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5536402
United States
01/14/2012 12:06 AM
Been a few months since I read this thread. Still waiting, right?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1311324
United States
01/14/2012 12:43 AM
i've been entertaing a line of speculation of late.
i remember before when i listened to things about remote viewing, or time travelling, and how they
said there was some sort of barrier around 2012. they could see/go before and after, but not
during a certain timeframe.
there was a thread on here about time cloaks.
i start to speculate... perhaps the people of darkness are fully aware of the cosmic righting coming
this way. perhaps they intend to create some sort of time cloak around large sections, if not the
entire planet. things like the LHC might have the power to do this.
this would lock the planet up in a type of stasis. it would also fit some of the things i've seen...
when the rifts start opening... leading to the first time in eons that mortal eyes witness tembatsu.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/14/2012 12:48 AM
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i've been entertaing a line of speculation of late.
i remember before when i listened to things about remote viewing, or time travelling, and how they
said there was some sort of barrier around 2012. they could see/go before and after, but not
during a certain timeframe.
there was a thread on here about time cloaks.
i start to speculate... perhaps the people of darkness are fully aware of the cosmic righting coming
this way. perhaps they intend to create some sort of time cloak around large sections, if not the
entire planet. things like the LHC might have the power to do this.
this would lock the planet up in a type of stasis. it would also fit some of the things i've seen...
when the rifts start opening... leading to the first time in eons that mortal eyes witness tembatsu.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1311324

Our thugs would never be allowed to use any sort of that technology. That is in the hands of those
of the superuniverse actually. The LHC has no such power, and would not be allowed anyway.
The main interest IS research to find the God particle and other particle studies.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
01/14/2012 02:51 AM
I've been very tired this week. Not sick at all, but my brain just felt like lead. I've been able to
function at the bare minimum needed to get by successfully, which was sometimes a lot,
sometimes a little. Felt like lead the whole time.
My wife has also been able to do just what was needed, which in her case meant going almost
without sleep all week.
It's been a surprisingly threatening week, and all challenges have been met. Unexpected
challenges, other people in positions of authority acting weird and unstable.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7341199
United Kingdom
01/14/2012 07:32 AM
i've been entertaing a line of speculation of late.
i remember before when i listened to things about remote viewing, or time travelling, and how they
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said there was some sort of barrier around 2012. they could see/go before and after, but not
during a certain timeframe.
there was a thread on here about time cloaks.
i start to speculate... perhaps the people of darkness are fully aware of the cosmic righting coming
this way. perhaps they intend to create some sort of time cloak around large sections, if not the
entire planet. things like the LHC might have the power to do this.
this would lock the planet up in a type of stasis. it would also fit some of the things i've seen...
when the rifts start opening... leading to the first time in eons that mortal eyes witness tembatsu.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1311324

I came across that too when reading up about the Philadelphia Experiment and the Montauk
Project. The data I came across said 2013, not 2012, although "2013" isn't very precise now that
we are so close to it.
Perhaps it's the other way around from the dark applying a "time cloak"; perhaps it's the long
stasis that will create the "time cloak" you mention. As I understand it, stasis effectively stops time,
so it might be difficult to time-travel to a time that simply isn't there.
AllThatIAm
User ID: 8100775
United States
01/14/2012 04:26 PM
Has anyone heard of the “Diamond Light”….
I have been going through…To where I gave everybody a piece of my mind…(my invisible
brothers/sisters, of course)
I am pretty sure a lot of us are going through this…There is a lot going on…and when I get
confused about the information being distributed I normally withdraw and go back to the center.
…but lately a dark cloud been hanging over my head and sense of…. I don’t know…like
something is not right…
Lets just say I have been going through a spiritual/emotional….BREAK DOWN…To where I at a
point of zero point…I have returned to the father/mother source in my spiritual journey….For a
couple days I have been repeating the words…I want the healing and protections that only a
father/mother can give…I am a wounded child that is trying to find her way home…
I kept repeating this because I have been fighting this battle for a while and I feel my strength
dying…and I am in an environment of young souls who are starting to feel the symptoms of
awakening and they are fighting tooth and nail…and it is having a mental and physical strain on
me…I don’t feel as strong as I use to…So I have been praying constantly for some type of
intervention because this “spiritual warrior” is loosing her fighting spirit…
I guess father/mother source felt it and last night…I had an intervention. This how it went….
The father/mother source wants to give you the “Diamond Light” of protection and healing…You
have shown great strength…Not only physical but mental and physically as well. You did not cling
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on to names, places, and groups for your spiritual oneness…You managed to find you way by
using the resources you have been giving…You carried it and carried things that where not meant
for you to carry…that’s why you are weak and worn but we bless you with the “Diamond Light”
I can’t remember all of it but it went on for awhile…When I went out today…I saw a bunch of “444”
so I am just going to say thank you….Whatever this all means…
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8842959
United States
01/14/2012 04:33 PM
So, it would seem that based on the latest message to the dark brothers, they broke yet another
deal.
No more.
No more opportunities.
No more chances.
No more asking.
Negotiations are, indeed, over.
On Friday the 13th no less.......LoL
Quoting: (:-DeeZe

I could have told you that. That whole fruit blooming piece was obviously a farse.
overmind
User ID: 3022476
United States
01/14/2012 04:52 PM

Has anyone heard of the “Diamond Light”….
I have been going through…To where I gave everybody a piece of my mind…(my invisible
brothers/sisters, of course)
I am pretty sure a lot of us are going through this…There is a lot going on…and when I get
confused about the information being distributed I normally withdraw and go back to the center.
…but lately a dark cloud been hanging over my head and sense of…. I don’t know…like
something is not right…
Lets just say I have been going through a spiritual/emotional….BREAK DOWN…To where I at a
point of zero point…I have returned to the father/mother source in my spiritual journey….For a
couple days I have been repeating the words…I want the healing and protections that only a
father/mother can give…I am a wounded child that is trying to find her way home…
I kept repeating this because I have been fighting this battle for a while and I feel my strength
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dying…and I am in an environment of young souls who are starting to feel the symptoms of
awakening and they are fighting tooth and nail…and it is having a mental and physical strain on
me…I don’t feel as strong as I use to…So I have been praying constantly for some type of
intervention because this “spiritual warrior” is loosing her fighting spirit…
I guess father/mother source felt it and last night…I had an intervention. This how it went….
The father/mother source wants to give you the “Diamond Light” of protection and healing…You
have shown great strength…Not only physical but mental and physically as well. You did not cling
on to names, places, and groups for your spiritual oneness…You managed to find you way by
using the resources you have been giving…You carried it and carried things that where not meant
for you to carry…that’s why you are weak and worn but we bless you with the “Diamond Light”
I can’t remember all of it but it went on for awhile…When I went out today…I saw a bunch of “444”
so I am just going to say thank you….Whatever this all means…
Quoting: AllThatIAm

The "diamond light" I recently read about involved the increasing energy of the grid system on
earth. My guess is you're receiving some sort of ascension energy as a gift, perhaps to help you
with your recent struggle. I don't really know much about it though, so I could be wrong. Hope you
feel better.
Soul Wave
User ID: 8840541
United Kingdom
01/14/2012 04:56 PM
Has anyone heard of the “Diamond Light”….
I have been going through…To where I gave everybody a piece of my mind…(my invisible
brothers/sisters, of course)
I am pretty sure a lot of us are going through this…There is a lot going on…and when I get
confused about the information being distributed I normally withdraw and go back to the center.
…but lately a dark cloud been hanging over my head and sense of…. I don’t know…like
something is not right…
Lets just say I have been going through a spiritual/emotional….BREAK DOWN…To where I at a
point of zero point…I have returned to the father/mother source in my spiritual journey….For a
couple days I have been repeating the words…I want the healing and protections that only a
father/mother can give…I am a wounded child that is trying to find her way home…
I kept repeating this because I have been fighting this battle for a while and I feel my strength
dying…and I am in an environment of young souls who are starting to feel the symptoms of
awakening and they are fighting tooth and nail…and it is having a mental and physical strain on
me…I don’t feel as strong as I use to…So I have been praying constantly for some type of
intervention because this “spiritual warrior” is loosing her fighting spirit…
I guess father/mother source felt it and last night…I had an intervention. This how it went….
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The father/mother source wants to give you the “Diamond Light” of protection and healing…You
have shown great strength…Not only physical but mental and physically as well. You did not cling
on to names, places, and groups for your spiritual oneness…You managed to find you way by
using the resources you have been giving…You carried it and carried things that where not meant
for you to carry…that’s why you are weak and worn but we bless you with the “Diamond Light”
I can’t remember all of it but it went on for awhile…When I went out today…I saw a bunch of “444”
so I am just going to say thank you….Whatever this all means…
Quoting: AllThatIAm

Wow, I have been feeling exactly as you describe, like at the turning of the new year (not the real
new year for me) the whole of my hope and high spirits just flew out the window to be replaced
with despair and hopelessness. I am still fighting now to come out of it. Very weird.
DOK
User ID: 3777241
United States
01/15/2012 01:21 PM

Been a few months since I read this thread. Still waiting, right?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5536402

You know what, AC? The answer to your question is yes, we are still waiting. Occupying by
serving others until that day, but waiting. And you know what else? Even though I feel you will not
believe me, I feel that we don't have that much longer to wait! And in my opinion, also feel that
those of us who are in anticipation of the coming event will be smiling ear to ear quite soon now.

Tiago63
User ID: 8893133
Brazil
01/15/2012 01:24 PM

...
If we can't do announcements even short term ones for some reason there are other things that
can be done to wake people up to the fact the end is here. One of those is placing a very
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massively lit craft for the white light in the east for the final 7 days, that is in prophecy.
...
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Can we interpret by this that in the previous week from stasis we'll see a massive space craft in
the skies, for all to see?
Will this happen in all corners of the Earth?
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 7050204
United States
01/15/2012 10:47 PM
Interesting that there is no meditation directive on the AH front page this week.
Hmmmm..

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1283718
United States
01/15/2012 10:52 PM
How ya doing NIPple?
Phaedrus
User ID: 8887177
United Kingdom
01/16/2012 05:31 AM
Can we interpret by this that in the previous week from stasis we'll see a massive space craft in
the skies, for all to see?
Will this happen in all corners of the Earth?
Quoting: Tiago63

I think Candace is saying it's an option at this point. And yes, I'm sure it would be visible
everywhere if it was done.
firmament
User ID: 5372667
Germany
01/16/2012 05:43 AM
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Interesting that there is no meditation directive on the AH front page this week.
Hmmmm..

Quoting: (:-DeeZe

Yup, on purpose I guess. We have to come into our own powers.

GOD BLESS
paolo-r
User ID: 8943611
Italy
01/16/2012 08:36 AM
ask her how many money AH has in one year...she never answered this question...
Stasis never will come...she invented it to make money...

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1124291
United States
01/16/2012 08:55 AM
Has anyone heard of the “Diamond Light”….
I have been going through…To where I gave everybody a piece of my mind…(my invisible
brothers/sisters, of course)
I am pretty sure a lot of us are going through this…There is a lot going on…and when I get
confused about the information being distributed I normally withdraw and go back to the center.
…but lately a dark cloud been hanging over my head and sense of…. I don’t know…like
something is not right…
Lets just say I have been going through a spiritual/emotional….BREAK DOWN…To where I at a
point of zero point…I have returned to the father/mother source in my spiritual journey….For a
couple days I have been repeating the words…I want the healing and protections that only a
father/mother can give…I am a wounded child that is trying to find her way home…
I kept repeating this because I have been fighting this battle for a while and I feel my strength
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dying…and I am in an environment of young souls who are starting to feel the symptoms of
awakening and they are fighting tooth and nail…and it is having a mental and physical strain on
me…I don’t feel as strong as I use to…So I have been praying constantly for some type of
intervention because this “spiritual warrior” is loosing her fighting spirit…
I guess father/mother source felt it and last night…I had an intervention. This how it went….
The father/mother source wants to give you the “Diamond Light” of protection and healing…You
have shown great strength…Not only physical but mental and physically as well. You did not cling
on to names, places, and groups for your spiritual oneness…You managed to find you way by
using the resources you have been giving…You carried it and carried things that where not meant
for you to carry…that’s why you are weak and worn but we bless you with the “Diamond Light”
I can’t remember all of it but it went on for awhile…When I went out today…I saw a bunch of “444”
so I am just going to say thank you….Whatever this all means…
Quoting: AllThatIAm

Wow, I have been feeling exactly as you describe, like at the turning of the new year (not the real
new year for me) the whole of my hope and high spirits just flew out the window to be replaced
with despair and hopelessness. I am still fighting now to come out of it. Very weird.
Quoting: Soul Wave 8840541

Right after I watched the ball drop on New Year's Eve, this same feeling came over me and it
won't go away.
I feel like I'm in limbo---waiting--- with little or no hope.
I can't seem to pull myself out of it.
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 7050204
United States
01/16/2012 11:41 AM
Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my website are
approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste the mods time by
making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post for link and details.
Thankyou. NIP

ALL AT DUE SEASON AND DUE TIME
By Johan/CM
Jan 16, 2012 - 4:51:33 AM

This morning upon opening my eyes I communicated with CMAton to find out WHATZ UP ... and
ever since I stayed in His energy wake most likely as everything so far this morning has been
GUIDED, INSPIRED...
The talk I had with somebody earlier, the text I prepared for The Truth Shall Set You Free Indeed
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Thread, even what just came out of my early morning meditation I just finished, ALL WAS
GUIDED AND INSPIRED IN THE SAME DIRECTION :
I felt the urge/inspiration/guidance ( last time I repeat those words ... ) to simply start by sending
Love and Light and Reiki to the three major focus points of our Triangle, suggested by CMAton
before, the Fleet and His Commander or Chief, mother Earth and AH meditators and members.
After this section, I asked CMAton for His Will upon this morning session and He said: '' My son,
what can I ask you to do differently from what you just did? You see how ONENESS works, My
being IN you and you allowing Myself to work through you, TRUSTING and going with that Inner
flow of Light and Love and Divine Energy at work ? Just focus on what I would like you to share at
the forum this morning, what you clearly picked up already. '' So I did. And the following was put
upon my heart :
Many of us Lightworkers, Star seeds have reached a dead end street. At crossroads where we do
not want to walk the same roads we have walked before, Yet do not see the new road instead.
Not realising we are MAKING that road step by step by walking on the Invisible, Inner Road. We
see everything collapsing since we are in the knowing of a thing or two, yet not seeing the total
picture by far. We question ourselves if we did enough, if we should not be doing more of this and
that ... Now being stagnant is deadly indeed, so moving ever forward is KEY, but we ask
ourselves ... how many more seeds do we have to sow still in order to see a harvest ??? We
come with the impression most of our seeds have fallen on rocks, instead of good fertile soil, or
our words have fallen on deaf ears, or closed ears ...
That was the entire mornings theme with me ... CMAton came to clarify : '' There comes a time
where the farmer who worked the soil feverishly and sowed many seeds, has to sit down and take
a rest and allow the elements and mother earth to take over. A time where things are out of your
hands. There is also a time, a NEED to appreciate what you have done or what you have, without
further looking at what still could have been done. Yes, STO's never stops, always continues,
everyday is a Divine Holy Day I heard or read Candace say or mention, but when you do not stop
to appreciate the work you have done, the soil you tilted or worked, the seeds you sowed, YOU
WILL BREAK YOURSELF.
You must know that seeds have that Divine Supreme Intelligent Power, Life force within them, to
sprout and grow when all the circumstances are ready, are perfect. That might not be when you
expect or hope it, and some might just not have that germinating power in them anymore, but you
did your work, your best, and that needs to be taken into consideration, by resting, ENJOYING
LOOKING BACK UPON WHAT YOU KNOW YOU HAVE DONE, no matter the outcome.
The more you will appreciate and enjoy what you know you have done out of Service To Others,
in the light of your membership and participation in AH, no matter the outcome, the more you will
find fertile ground to continue, after you wisely took a break, a rest, a moment to enjoy. Results
are always good results and only come FROM DOING THINGS ... and only you know what you
have done, or not done ... A rest, a nap, a moment of balance, will do you good in between
following the Inner Indicators, Signs of where to go next, what to do next ... And that is where
many of us have come and need to respect and appreciate that in ourselves. Then joy and
happiness will strenghten us to go on.
A mothers work at home, at the family, even her love and caring when everybody is out of the
house, never stops. But a mother needs a break as well, and looking back upon the good
moments especially, all the rest pales in comparison. A lost son coming home makes all the
hardship and pain forget. So does a moment of appreciation and enjoyment and rest ... Learn to
relax a times, enjoy more and only then keep moving on , one step at a time with renew vigor and
purpose and zeal and zest and enthousiasm ... YOU WILL BE AMAZED TO SEE THE HARVEST,
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THE GOOD RESULTS THAT CAME OUT OF YOUR MANY SEEDS YOU SOWED, ALL AT DUE
SEASON AND DUE TIME, and then much more joy and happiness will be yours ... I dare you to
do the same ... at your risk of more joy and happiness ''
I thanked CMAton and welcome you to walk that road together by the same directive but with this
above Divine Advise in mind.
Love and Light,
Johan

[link to abundanthope.net]
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Be With God
User ID: 3520513
United States
01/16/2012 01:27 PM
Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my website are
approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste the mods time by
making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post for link and details.
Thankyou. NIP

ALL AT DUE SEASON AND DUE TIME
By Johan/CM
Jan 16, 2012 - 4:51:33 AM

This morning upon opening my eyes I communicated with CMAton to find out WHATZ UP ... and
ever since I stayed in His energy wake most likely as everything so far this morning has been
GUIDED, INSPIRED...
The talk I had with somebody earlier, the text I prepared for The Truth Shall Set You Free Indeed
Thread, even what just came out of my early morning meditation I just finished, ALL WAS
GUIDED AND INSPIRED IN THE SAME DIRECTION :
I felt the urge/inspiration/guidance ( last time I repeat those words ... ) to simply start by sending
Love and Light and Reiki to the three major focus points of our Triangle, suggested by CMAton
before, the Fleet and His Commander or Chief, mother Earth and AH meditators and members.
After this section, I asked CMAton for His Will upon this morning session and He said: '' My son,
what can I ask you to do differently from what you just did? You see how ONENESS works, My
being IN you and you allowing Myself to work through you, TRUSTING and going with that Inner
flow of Light and Love and Divine Energy at work ? Just focus on what I would like you to share at
the forum this morning, what you clearly picked up already. '' So I did. And the following was put
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upon my heart :
Many of us Lightworkers, Star seeds have reached a dead end street. At crossroads where we do
not want to walk the same roads we have walked before, Yet do not see the new road instead.
Not realising we are MAKING that road step by step by walking on the Invisible, Inner Road. We
see everything collapsing since we are in the knowing of a thing or two, yet not seeing the total
picture by far. We question ourselves if we did enough, if we should not be doing more of this and
that ... Now being stagnant is deadly indeed, so moving ever forward is KEY, but we ask
ourselves ... how many more seeds do we have to sow still in order to see a harvest ??? We
come with the impression most of our seeds have fallen on rocks, instead of good fertile soil, or
our words have fallen on deaf ears, or closed ears ...
That was the entire mornings theme with me ... CMAton came to clarify : '' There comes a time
where the farmer who worked the soil feverishly and sowed many seeds, has to sit down and take
a rest and allow the elements and mother earth to take over. A time where things are out of your
hands. There is also a time, a NEED to appreciate what you have done or what you have, without
further looking at what still could have been done. Yes, STO's never stops, always continues,
everyday is a Divine Holy Day I heard or read Candace say or mention, but when you do not stop
to appreciate the work you have done, the soil you tilted or worked, the seeds you sowed, YOU
WILL BREAK YOURSELF.
You must know that seeds have that Divine Supreme Intelligent Power, Life force within them, to
sprout and grow when all the circumstances are ready, are perfect. That might not be when you
expect or hope it, and some might just not have that germinating power in them anymore, but you
did your work, your best, and that needs to be taken into consideration, by resting, ENJOYING
LOOKING BACK UPON WHAT YOU KNOW YOU HAVE DONE, no matter the outcome.
The more you will appreciate and enjoy what you know you have done out of Service To Others,
in the light of your membership and participation in AH, no matter the outcome, the more you will
find fertile ground to continue, after you wisely took a break, a rest, a moment to enjoy. Results
are always good results and only come FROM DOING THINGS ... and only you know what you
have done, or not done ... A rest, a nap, a moment of balance, will do you good in between
following the Inner Indicators, Signs of where to go next, what to do next ... And that is where
many of us have come and need to respect and appreciate that in ourselves. Then joy and
happiness will strenghten us to go on.
A mothers work at home, at the family, even her love and caring when everybody is out of the
house, never stops. But a mother needs a break as well, and looking back upon the good
moments especially, all the rest pales in comparison. A lost son coming home makes all the
hardship and pain forget. So does a moment of appreciation and enjoyment and rest ... Learn to
relax a times, enjoy more and only then keep moving on , one step at a time with renew vigor and
purpose and zeal and zest and enthousiasm ... YOU WILL BE AMAZED TO SEE THE HARVEST,
THE GOOD RESULTS THAT CAME OUT OF YOUR MANY SEEDS YOU SOWED, ALL AT DUE
SEASON AND DUE TIME, and then much more joy and happiness will be yours ... I dare you to
do the same ... at your risk of more joy and happiness ''
I thanked CMAton and welcome you to walk that road together by the same directive but with this
above Divine Advise in mind.
Love and Light,
Johan
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[link to abundanthope.net]
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Quoting: (:-DeeZe

Does anyone knows what CM meant by "taking a break"?
Thanks,
BWG
ObeWayneKenobe
User ID: 1330622
United States
01/16/2012 01:35 PM

Does anyone knows what CM meant by "taking a break"?
Quoting: Be With God
Yes, it's the period of time between the "planting of a seed", and the "actual picking of the fully
grown fruit"! imho
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 3520513
United States
01/16/2012 01:42 PM
Does anyone knows what CM meant by "taking a break"?
Quoting: Be With God
Yes, it's the period of time between the "planting of a seed", and the "actual picking of the fully
grown fruit"! imho
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe

But I thought the seeds were planted, that's us. My question really is what CM's plan for us? What
kind of break? Was CM talking about period of break after the stasis?
BWG
ObeWayneKenobe
User ID: 1330622
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United States
01/16/2012 01:47 PM

Stasis never will come...
Quoting: paolo-r 8943611
....And not everyone will experience "stasis" either: Only those who can't make the transition
without fear are put to sleep, so as not to cause undo suffering in the Higher vibration of Light!
In some circles, the term "stasis" is referred to as the Great Sleep.....Or, the Great Start-over
Point!
Regardless of what you call it: It has already happened MANY times......and for some, WILL
happen again!
ObeWayneKenobe
User ID: 1330622
United States
01/16/2012 01:49 PM

Does anyone knows what CM meant by "taking a break"?
Quoting: Be With God
Yes, it's the period of time between the "planting of a seed", and the "actual picking of the fully
grown fruit"! imho
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe

But I thought the seeds were planted, that's us. My question really is what CM's plan for us? What
kind of break? Was CM talking about period of break after the stasis?
BWG
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 3520513
Why don't you ask CM(or your Higher Source) personally, for clarification? :)
ObeWayneKenobe
User ID: 1330622
United States
01/16/2012 01:57 PM
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Does anyone knows what CM meant by "taking a break"?
Quoting: Be With God
Yes, it's the period of time between the "planting of a seed", and the "actual picking of the fully
grown fruit"! imho
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe
It can also be the period of time AFTER the fruit is picked and eaten........a period of time to reflect
upon the joy of the taste of the fruit, as well! :)
Andyjax
User ID: 1529868
United States
01/16/2012 04:55 PM
Candace I have to thank you for the threads and especially your AH site for the wealth of
knowledge you are making available to us. Much appreciation is given to you and every member
in AH. The staff in GLP is also appreciated in allowing people to voice their opinions no matter
how wacky they maybe. And much appreciation must be given to our Creator of this Universe
Christ Michael and Creator Source Papa or GrandPa. The reason I am doing this is because I
haven't shown much appreciation and its time I do.
Last Edited by Andyjax on 01/16/2012 08:17 PM
Jamesbo
User ID: 8341909
United States
01/16/2012 05:35 PM

Candace I have to thank you for the threads and especially your AH site for the wealth of
knowledge you are making available to us. Much appreciation is given to you and every member
in AH. The staff in GLP is also appreciated in allowing people to voice their opinions no matter
how wacky they maybe. And much appreciation must be given to our Creator of this Universe
Christ Micheal and Creator Source Papa or GrandPa. The reason I am doing this is because I
haven't shown much appreciation and its time I do.
Quoting: Andyjax

Hear Hear! I'll second that! I'd be the first in line to give Candace a great big hug for her work.
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That's Michael by the way, slight typo there.
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 7050204
United States
01/16/2012 08:01 PM
Candace I have to thank you for the threads and especially your AH site for the wealth of
knowledge you are making available to us. Much appreciation is given to you and every member
in AH. The staff in GLP is also appreciated in allowing people to voice their opinions no matter
how wacky they maybe. And much appreciation must be given to our Creator of this Universe
Christ Micheal and Creator Source Papa or GrandPa. The reason I am doing this is because I
haven't shown much appreciation and its time I do.
Quoting: Andyjax

Hear Hear! I'll second that! I'd be the first in line to give Candace a great big hug for her work.
That's Michael by the way, slight typo there.
Quoting: Jamesbo

Andyjax
User ID: 1529868
United States
01/16/2012 08:18 PM
thanks JamesBo
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
01/17/2012 04:39 AM
Well I don't know what is about to happen, but I asked God about it, and as has happened at least
once before. I got an instant answer from a calm quiet voice, and almost immediately thereafter I
got a loud insistent answer from another voice.
I asked if things will continue like this. The calm voice said no. Then the loud voice said over top
of that "keep on going!"
I think it's a situation of spiritual warfare, or at least of choice. I've preferred the calm quiet voice,
because it seems non-violent and just the way of peace and light. The other voice has been more
tough. I wasn't really asking advice at this time, just an informational question, but the answers
differed.
Either there's a real difference of opinion, or someone is intentionally not telling the truth. Anyway,
I take my experience as indicating that something is likely to change fairly soon. Maybe stasis, I
don't know what, but I think that things will not continue as before.
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Maybe we're in a time of choice, everyone being given a final opportunity to choose. But that's
more interpretation and I'm less sure of it, based on my experience.
Phaedrus
User ID: 8887177
United Kingdom
01/17/2012 06:02 AM
I asked if things will continue like this. The calm voice said no. Then the loud voice said over top
of that "keep on going!"
I think it's a situation of spiritual warfare, or at least of choice. I've preferred the calm quiet voice,
because it seems non-violent and just the way of peace and light. The other voice has been more
tough. I wasn't really asking advice at this time, just an informational question, but the answers
differed.
Either there's a real difference of opinion, or someone is intentionally not telling the truth.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203

What makes you think the two answers are incompatible? They seem to summarize the state of
affairs and the best advice pretty accurately to me - this isn't going to go on for much longer, but
obviously we keep having to live and do what we can until the clock stops..
lynn46
User ID: 7839855
United States
01/17/2012 07:09 AM
I cannot understand why we did not start stasis yet as
in Abundanthope.net they said that all was ready to have stasis.
The dark ones did not keep their promise,and were stalling
and stilling planning things.
There are people who are still suffering from poverty,etc.
And people who are being killed.
Enough is enough it was said.
Esu,and the ones from all above,and humanity said that we
have all had it and are ready for stasis now to begin.
It is a 3 day week-end and thought that it was the right
time as have read in the past about long weekends for it to happen.

In the past it said it was going to happen,and things came
up and the dark ones said that they agreed,and then changed.
And then this time they said that it was done and they were ready,and now it did not happen.
Wondering if anyone had anything they know about stasis and when it was going to happen.
lynn46
paolo-r
User ID: 8943611
Italy
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01/17/2012 09:26 AM
Stais never will happen..it is an invention from AH..
the using these lies to have money from the poor people..what is not easy to understend is why
there is someone who believe in Candace...
DOK
User ID: 3777241
United States
01/17/2012 11:16 AM

I asked if things will continue like this. The calm voice said no. Then the loud voice said over top
of that "keep on going!"
I think it's a situation of spiritual warfare, or at least of choice. I've preferred the calm quiet voice,
because it seems non-violent and just the way of peace and light. The other voice has been more
tough. I wasn't really asking advice at this time, just an informational question, but the answers
differed.
Either there's a real difference of opinion, or someone is intentionally not telling the truth.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203

What makes you think the two answers are incompatible? They seem to summarize the state of
affairs and the best advice pretty accurately to me - this isn't going to go on for much longer, but
obviously we keep having to live and do what we can until the clock stops..
Quoting: Phaedrus

I agree with Phaedrus. It seems to me that the "no it's not always going to continue like this" and
the "keep on going" is just saying....change is imminent...keep your eyes on the prize!

ObeWayneKenobe
User ID: 1330622
United States
01/17/2012 12:12 PM
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Stais never will happen..it is an invention from AH..
the using these lies to have money from the poor people..what is not easy to understend is why
there is someone who believe in Candace...
Quoting: paolo-r 8943611
If you think THAT, then you should read the Phoenix Journals.......and Candace DIDN'T write
those either!(but it's in there!)
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 638139
United States
01/17/2012 12:20 PM
Stasis never will come...
Quoting: paolo-r 8943611
....And not everyone will experience "stasis" either: Only those who can't make the transition
without fear are put to sleep, so as not to cause undo suffering in the Higher vibration of Light!
In some circles, the term "stasis" is referred to as the Great Sleep.....Or, the Great Start-over
Point!
Regardless of what you call it: It has already happened MANY times......and for some, WILL
happen again!
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe

There is no proof of stasis ever occuring. None.
This stasis is suppose to be different, with everyone waking up actually noticing that things all
over the place are different and we also maintain our memories.
This has never happened before.
ObeWayneKenobe
User ID: 1330622
United States
01/17/2012 12:24 PM

Stasis never will come...
Quoting: paolo-r 8943611
....And not everyone will experience "stasis" either: Only those who can't make the transition
without fear are put to sleep, so as not to cause undo suffering in the Higher vibration of Light!
In some circles, the term "stasis" is referred to as the Great Sleep.....Or, the Great Start-over
Point!
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Regardless of what you call it: It has already happened MANY times......and for some, WILL
happen again!
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe

There is no proof of stasis ever occuring. None.
This stasis is suppose to be different, with everyone waking up actually noticing that things all
over the place are different and we also maintain our memories.
This has never happened before.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 638139
Wanna bet?
tonguetied
User ID: 1137351
United States
01/17/2012 12:30 PM

Stasis never will come...
Quoting: paolo-r 8943611
....And not everyone will experience "stasis" either: Only those who can't make the transition
without fear are put to sleep, so as not to cause undo suffering in the Higher vibration of Light!
In some circles, the term "stasis" is referred to as the Great Sleep.....Or, the Great Start-over
Point!
Regardless of what you call it: It has already happened MANY times......and for some, WILL
happen again!
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe

There is no proof of stasis ever occuring. None.
This stasis is suppose to be different, with everyone waking up actually noticing that things all
over the place are different and we also maintain our memories.
This has never happened before.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 638139
Wanna bet?
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe

In my soul I know that They have assumed control. I mean direct control. This is recent and much
different than before.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2595311
Canada
01/17/2012 12:42 PM
The greatest trick the devil ever did was convince the world he didn't exist. The devil is a the
father of lies, where have you ever seen any truth being told here? They have an article on
abundanthope where they're even speaking of something called Satania...Doesn't this raise
warning signs to you?
I don't believe these are bad people channeling these entities but there are very bad beings out
there that can channel through people that have invited them in and tell them whatever nice thing
they want them to believe all the while possessing them and leading others to hell. They're so lost
in their delusions and beliefs that they will believe anything but they're leading others into the pit.
Another warning sign is that they the entities won't use the proper name of Jesus but they call Him
Esu this is not His name. Not everything from above is good in the last article by Kibo does this
CM sound so enlightened that he would yell and scold this person named Kibo? That sounds like
the Dragon "Satan" not the Holy beloved Lamb of God whom is the Father whom speaks gentle,
calm and would never swear, curse as they have cursed before and would never lie, no truth has
ever come out of them, doesn't this make you wonder?
Please step away and pray to God for the truth and He will give you the truth.
ObeWayneKenobe
User ID: 1330622
United States
01/17/2012 02:03 PM

The greatest trick the devil ever did was convince the world he didn't exist. The devil is a the
father of lies, where have you ever seen any truth being told here? They have an article on
abundanthope where they're even speaking of something called Satania...Doesn't this raise
warning signs to you?
I don't believe these are bad people channeling these entities but there are very bad beings out
there that can channel through people that have invited them in and tell them whatever nice thing
they want them to believe all the while possessing them and leading others to hell. They're so lost
in their delusions and beliefs that they will believe anything but they're leading others into the pit.
Another warning sign is that they the entities won't use the proper name of Jesus but they call Him
Esu this is not His name. Not everything from above is good in the last article by Kibo does this
CM sound so enlightened that he would yell and scold this person named Kibo? That sounds like
the Dragon "Satan" not the Holy beloved Lamb of God whom is the Father whom speaks gentle,
calm and would never swear, curse as they have cursed before and would never lie, no truth has
ever come out of them, doesn't this make you wonder?
Please step away and pray to God for the truth and He will give you the truth.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2595311
Jesus was NEVER His name......that was the name that Paul gave Him AFTER the Crucifixion
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ordeal! His name was Immanuel.......His friends called Him Esu!
However, He says that "He will still answer to the name Jesus.....for what's in a name"!
Last Edited by ObeWayneKenobe on 01/17/2012 02:07 PM
ObeWayneKenobe
User ID: 1330622
United States
01/17/2012 02:05 PM

...
....And not everyone will experience "stasis" either: Only those who can't make the transition
without fear are put to sleep, so as not to cause undo suffering in the Higher vibration of Light!
In some circles, the term "stasis" is referred to as the Great Sleep.....Or, the Great Start-over
Point!
Regardless of what you call it: It has already happened MANY times......and for some, WILL
happen again!
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe

There is no proof of stasis ever occuring. None.
This stasis is suppose to be different, with everyone waking up actually noticing that things all
over the place are different and we also maintain our memories.
This has never happened before.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 638139
Wanna bet?
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe

In my soul I know that They have assumed control. I mean direct control. This is recent and much
different than before.
Quoting: tonguetied
Well, most of you are praying for their intervention........so they are allowed to service your
prayers! :)
firmament
User ID: 5372667
Germany
01/17/2012 02:09 PM
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The greatest trick the devil ever did was convince the world he didn't exist. The devil is a the
father of lies, where have you ever seen any truth being told here? They have an article on
abundanthope where they're even speaking of something called Satania...Doesn't this raise
warning signs to you?
I don't believe these are bad people channeling these entities but there are very bad beings out
there that can channel through people that have invited them in and tell them whatever nice thing
they want them to believe all the while possessing them and leading others to hell. They're so lost
in their delusions and beliefs that they will believe anything but they're leading others into the pit.
Another warning sign is that they the entities won't use the proper name of Jesus but they call Him
Esu this is not His name. Not everything from above is good in the last article by Kibo does this
CM sound so enlightened that he would yell and scold this person named Kibo? That sounds like
the Dragon "Satan" not the Holy beloved Lamb of God whom is the Father whom speaks gentle,
calm and would never swear, curse as they have cursed before and would never lie, no truth has
ever come out of them, doesn't this make you wonder?
Please step away and pray to God for the truth and He will give you the truth.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2595311

Hello AC and GOD BLESS you,
your writing gives me the impression that you are not to familiar with the teaching & messages on
AH, or the URANTIA Book, or the PJ- Journals...forgive me if I'm wrong, no harm meant.
I can understand if this is beyond your belief system, but please don't call it a lie.
I remember from my Bible studies when I was a kid, that Jesus (ESU) was called a lier while
hanging on the cross. Didn't they ask him for proof then? Didn't they tell him to step down from the
cross, to proof that he is the Son of God?; and....?
Well AC....times didn't change much didn't they.
But I AM very confident about the whole situation. I know soon the day will come and the Light of
Truth will shine onto every living Soul. THANK GOD.

GOD BLESS
overmind
User ID: 3022476
United States
01/17/2012 02:27 PM
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The greatest trick the devil ever did was convince the world he didn't exist. The devil is a the
father of lies, where have you ever seen any truth being told here? They have an article on
abundanthope where they're even speaking of something called Satania...Doesn't this raise
warning signs to you?
I don't believe these are bad people channeling these entities but there are very bad beings out
there that can channel through people that have invited them in and tell them whatever nice thing
they want them to believe all the while possessing them and leading others to hell. They're so lost
in their delusions and beliefs that they will believe anything but they're leading others into the pit.
Another warning sign is that they the entities won't use the proper name of Jesus but they call Him
Esu this is not His name. Not everything from above is good in the last article by Kibo does this
CM sound so enlightened that he would yell and scold this person named Kibo? That sounds like
the Dragon "Satan" not the Holy beloved Lamb of God whom is the Father whom speaks gentle,
calm and would never swear, curse as they have cursed before and would never lie, no truth has
ever come out of them, doesn't this make you wonder?
Please step away and pray to God for the truth and He will give you the truth.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2595311
Jesus was NEVER His name......that was the name that Paul gave Him AFTER the Crucifixion
ordeal! His name was Immanuel.......His friends called Him Esu!
However, He says that "He will still answer to the name Jesus.....for what's in a name"!
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe

Actually his full name was Joshua ben Joseph, who was later called Jesus by the Greeks. Jesus
is Greek for Joshua (Yeshua).
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7730290
Norway
01/17/2012 03:57 PM
January 23, 2012 is the beginning of next year.
ObeWayneKenobe
User ID: 1330622
United States
01/17/2012 04:09 PM
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The greatest trick the devil ever did was convince the world he didn't exist. The devil is a the
father of lies, where have you ever seen any truth being told here? They have an article on
abundanthope where they're even speaking of something called Satania...Doesn't this raise
warning signs to you?
I don't believe these are bad people channeling these entities but there are very bad beings out
there that can channel through people that have invited them in and tell them whatever nice thing
they want them to believe all the while possessing them and leading others to hell. They're so lost
in their delusions and beliefs that they will believe anything but they're leading others into the pit.
Another warning sign is that they the entities won't use the proper name of Jesus but they call Him
Esu this is not His name. Not everything from above is good in the last article by Kibo does this
CM sound so enlightened that he would yell and scold this person named Kibo? That sounds like
the Dragon "Satan" not the Holy beloved Lamb of God whom is the Father whom speaks gentle,
calm and would never swear, curse as they have cursed before and would never lie, no truth has
ever come out of them, doesn't this make you wonder?
Please step away and pray to God for the truth and He will give you the truth.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2595311
Jesus was NEVER His name......that was the name that Paul gave Him AFTER the Crucifixion
ordeal! His name was Immanuel.......His friends called Him Esu!
However, He says that "He will still answer to the name Jesus.....for what's in a name"!
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe

Actually his full name was Joshua ben Joseph, who was later called Jesus by the Greeks. Jesus
is Greek for Joshua (Yeshua).
Quoting: overmind
Isn't it funny, how many different names this fella seemed to have? lol
Last Edited by ObeWayneKenobe on 01/17/2012 04:09 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
01/17/2012 04:30 PM
I asked if things will continue like this. The calm voice said no. Then the loud voice said over top
of that "keep on going!"
I think it's a situation of spiritual warfare, or at least of choice. I've preferred the calm quiet voice,
because it seems non-violent and just the way of peace and light. The other voice has been more
tough. I wasn't really asking advice at this time, just an informational question, but the answers
differed.
Either there's a real difference of opinion, or someone is intentionally not telling the truth.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203

What makes you think the two answers are incompatible? They seem to summarize the state of
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affairs and the best advice pretty accurately to me - this isn't going to go on for much longer, but
obviously we keep having to live and do what we can until the clock stops..
Quoting: Phaedrus

I agree with Phaedrus. It seems to me that the "no it's not always going to continue like this" and
the "keep on going" is just saying....change is imminent...keep your eyes on the prize!

Quoting: DOK

Thanks for the replies ...
I have heard those voices before, and they were basically contradictory. Now maybe they're the
yin and yang so often spoken of, both existing at the same time, in tension and yet coexisting.
But the second, loud voice came in late (a split second late) and seemed to try to drown out the
first, quiet voice. It's the attempted drowning out that makes me give it less credibility, but maybe
also to some extent it's a rationalization, just because that's the way I think things should be.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
01/17/2012 04:37 PM
January 23, 2012 is the beginning of next year.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7730290

By what calendar?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
01/17/2012 04:40 PM
The greatest trick the devil ever did was convince the world he didn't exist. The devil is a the
father of lies, where have you ever seen any truth being told here? They have an article on
abundanthope where they're even speaking of something called Satania...Doesn't this raise
warning signs to you?
I don't believe these are bad people channeling these entities but there are very bad beings out
there that can channel through people that have invited them in and tell them whatever nice thing
they want them to believe all the while possessing them and leading others to hell. They're so lost
in their delusions and beliefs that they will believe anything but they're leading others into the pit.
Another warning sign is that they the entities won't use the proper name of Jesus but they call Him
Esu this is not His name. Not everything from above is good in the last article by Kibo does this
CM sound so enlightened that he would yell and scold this person named Kibo? That sounds like
the Dragon "Satan" not the Holy beloved Lamb of God whom is the Father whom speaks gentle,
calm and would never swear, curse as they have cursed before and would never lie, no truth has
ever come out of them, doesn't this make you wonder?
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Please step away and pray to God for the truth and He will give you the truth.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2595311

Hello AC and GOD BLESS you,
your writing gives me the impression that you are not to familiar with the teaching & messages on
AH, or the URANTIA Book, or the PJ- Journals...forgive me if I'm wrong, no harm meant.
I can understand if this is beyond your belief system, but please don't call it a lie.
I remember from my Bible studies when I was a kid, that Jesus (ESU) was called a lier while
hanging on the cross. Didn't they ask him for proof then? Didn't they tell him to step down from the
cross, to proof that he is the Son of God?; and....?
Well AC....times didn't change much didn't they.
But I AM very confident about the whole situation. I know soon the day will come and the Light of
Truth will shine onto every living Soul. THANK GOD.

GOD BLESS
Quoting: firmament

I also thought CM was being a bit rough on Kibo for having presumably been a relatively faithful
follower of the messages heretofore. It was the wrong time for a scolding in my opinion too.
Andyjax
User ID: 1529868
United States
01/17/2012 05:25 PM
The greatest trick the devil ever did was convince the world he didn't exist. The devil is a the
father of lies, where have you ever seen any truth being told here? They have an article on
abundanthope where they're even speaking of something called Satania...Doesn't this raise
warning signs to you?
I don't believe these are bad people channeling these entities but there are very bad beings out
there that can channel through people that have invited them in and tell them whatever nice thing
they want them to believe all the while possessing them and leading others to hell. They're so lost
in their delusions and beliefs that they will believe anything but they're leading others into the pit.
Another warning sign is that they the entities won't use the proper name of Jesus but they call Him
Esu this is not His name. Not everything from above is good in the last article by Kibo does this
CM sound so enlightened that he would yell and scold this person named Kibo? That sounds like
the Dragon "Satan" not the Holy beloved Lamb of God whom is the Father whom speaks gentle,
calm and would never swear, curse as they have cursed before and would never lie, no truth has
ever come out of them, doesn't this make you wonder?
Please step away and pray to God for the truth and He will give you the truth.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2595311
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Hello AC and GOD BLESS you,
your writing gives me the impression that you are not to familiar with the teaching & messages on
AH, or the URANTIA Book, or the PJ- Journals...forgive me if I'm wrong, no harm meant.
I can understand if this is beyond your belief system, but please don't call it a lie.
I remember from my Bible studies when I was a kid, that Jesus (ESU) was called a lier while
hanging on the cross. Didn't they ask him for proof then? Didn't they tell him to step down from the
cross, to proof that he is the Son of God?; and....?
Well AC....times didn't change much didn't they.
But I AM very confident about the whole situation. I know soon the day will come and the Light of
Truth will shine onto every living Soul. THANK GOD.

GOD BLESS
Quoting: firmament

I also thought CM was being a bit rough on Kibo for having presumably been a relatively faithful
follower of the messages heretofore. It was the wrong time for a scolding in my opinion too.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203

I have read much of Kibo's messages that have been posted on AH and let me tell you they were
hearty conversations. Kibo is not afraid of airing his feelings especially to CM. Plenty of
conversations where CM was getting tongue lashed by Kibo and don't get me wrong I sympathize
with Kibo but i believe before we start throwing daggers we need to know the or see the whole
picture before we start saying I think CM was a bit rough with Kibo.
Last Edited by Andyjax on 01/17/2012 05:25 PM
overmind
User ID: 3022476
United States
01/17/2012 05:38 PM

The greatest trick the devil ever did was convince the world he didn't exist. The devil is a the
father of lies, where have you ever seen any truth being told here? They have an article on
abundanthope where they're even speaking of something called Satania...Doesn't this raise
warning signs to you?
I don't believe these are bad people channeling these entities but there are very bad beings out
there that can channel through people that have invited them in and tell them whatever nice thing
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they want them to believe all the while possessing them and leading others to hell. They're so lost
in their delusions and beliefs that they will believe anything but they're leading others into the pit.
Another warning sign is that they the entities won't use the proper name of Jesus but they call Him
Esu this is not His name. Not everything from above is good in the last article by Kibo does this
CM sound so enlightened that he would yell and scold this person named Kibo? That sounds like
the Dragon "Satan" not the Holy beloved Lamb of God whom is the Father whom speaks gentle,
calm and would never swear, curse as they have cursed before and would never lie, no truth has
ever come out of them, doesn't this make you wonder?
Please step away and pray to God for the truth and He will give you the truth.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2595311
Jesus was NEVER His name......that was the name that Paul gave Him AFTER the Crucifixion
ordeal! His name was Immanuel.......His friends called Him Esu!
However, He says that "He will still answer to the name Jesus.....for what's in a name"!
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe

Actually his full name was Joshua ben Joseph, who was later called Jesus by the Greeks. Jesus
is Greek for Joshua (Yeshua).
Quoting: overmind
Isn't it funny, how many different names this fella seemed to have? lol
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe

Joshua/Yeshua and Jesus are the same name though, just in different languages. Since the
English versions of the bible are usually translated from Greek, we've kept the name Jesus. Jesus
is only called Immanuel because in Hebrew, Immanuel/Emmanuel/Imanu'el means "God is with
us". It wasn't his actual name, it was a theophoric name used in the Old Testament. Christians
assume Immanuel is Jesus, and the New Testament includes that name to reflect this belief.
Jewish people interpret Immanuel completely differently which isn't surprising, it is their text after
all.

Phaedrus
User ID: 8887177
United Kingdom
01/17/2012 05:52 PM
I have heard those voices before, and they were basically contradictory. Now maybe they're the
yin and yang so often spoken of, both existing at the same time, in tension and yet coexisting.
But the second, loud voice came in late (a split second late) and seemed to try to drown out the
first, quiet voice. It's the attempted drowning out that makes me give it less credibility, but maybe
also to some extent it's a rationalization, just because that's the way I think things should be.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203

You might be right, of course .. but I know most of the inner questions I ask myself, or decisions I
make, are binary .. usually getting a useful answers requires a yes/no or act/don't act response,
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but this could be one of those situations where the message your higher self wants to give you
can't be neatly classified.
DOK
User ID: 3777241
United States
01/17/2012 05:52 PM

January 23, 2012 is the beginning of next year.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7730290

By what calendar?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203

Yes, please....If you are correct, we haven't missed the projected date after all.....

ETINI
User ID: 1418925
Haiti
01/17/2012 06:46 PM
Hi All,
Sorry to jump in so late but wasn't available to write but have read the posts and would like to tell
the following:
The greatest tricks the devil has ever done is to .. that it doesn't exist.
I wonder if i am the only one to refute that sentence for all that we see here on earth is from the
devil. Let me count and please do so with me:
1- War
2- Corruption
3- Prostitution
4- Crime of all kind and degree
5- ...
Do i need to continue.

One of the multiple reasons Mother Earth is so at risk is because of us, slaves of the devil. May be
now it is time for us to let go of our bad behaviour to give a chance to future generations to be
LOVE and LIGHT to the fullest. One thing I know is that what we do today is what we will see and
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live tomorrow. We will have to return in the same family to reap what we sow. Doesn't the Bible
say somewhere that we will have to pay what we did for seven generations or so.
The devil has his imprint on that world. Our mental is so freaky that Mr Devil is sure of owning it. I
have come personally to this world to break the chains loose and so I'm doing. So many among
us are doing the same but just don't realize it yet for not taking the time to look inside and to take
a break. We all have to defeat the so-called masters: Money, Sex hidden in those following
location just to cite those: Politic, war,religion....
Peace be with us always.
For Aton and in Source's name.
Myself.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
01/17/2012 07:52 PM
The greatest trick the devil ever did was convince the world he didn't exist. The devil is a the
father of lies, where have you ever seen any truth being told here? They have an article on
abundanthope where they're even speaking of something called Satania...Doesn't this raise
warning signs to you?
I don't believe these are bad people channeling these entities but there are very bad beings out
there that can channel through people that have invited them in and tell them whatever nice thing
they want them to believe all the while possessing them and leading others to hell. They're so lost
in their delusions and beliefs that they will believe anything but they're leading others into the pit.
Another warning sign is that they the entities won't use the proper name of Jesus but they call Him
Esu this is not His name. Not everything from above is good in the last article by Kibo does this
CM sound so enlightened that he would yell and scold this person named Kibo? That sounds like
the Dragon "Satan" not the Holy beloved Lamb of God whom is the Father whom speaks gentle,
calm and would never swear, curse as they have cursed before and would never lie, no truth has
ever come out of them, doesn't this make you wonder?
Please step away and pray to God for the truth and He will give you the truth.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2595311
Jesus was NEVER His name......that was the name that Paul gave Him AFTER the Crucifixion
ordeal! His name was Immanuel.......His friends called Him Esu!
However, He says that "He will still answer to the name Jesus.....for what's in a name"!
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe

Actually his full name was Joshua ben Joseph, who was later called Jesus by the Greeks. Jesus
is Greek for Joshua (Yeshua).
Quoting: overmind
Isn't it funny, how many different names this fella seemed to have? lol
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe
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And according to all the quotes I recall, he didn't use any of them himself, only "I am" which we
capitalize "I AM".
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
01/17/2012 07:54 PM
What would happen if we started referring to Jesus, God, etc. all as "I am" ? After all they did it,
that's they name THEY gave us.
And then one is expressing unity with them, like: Jesus did it = I did it.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 9053900
United States
01/17/2012 08:00 PM
What would happen if we started referring to Jesus, God, etc. all as "I am" ? After all they did it,
that's they name THEY gave us.
And then one is expressing unity with them, like: Jesus did it = I did it.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203

Why dont we refer to them as the ALL?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8919039
Vietnam
01/17/2012 08:04 PM
last successful channel with extraterrestrials was during a journey on mushrooms several weeks
ago.

before my mind was tuned into channeling-mode with benevolent extraterrestrials i was exposed
to offensive high-tech mind weapon, i suspect that being being satellites in the skies keeping our
true potential from awakening up.
the attacks were shadow entities constantly attacking my inner-self. i was victimized. i had to find
my way 'home to the creator'.
before that happening, finding home, i would like to describe the attacks into three following
categories in numerical order
1) puppy eyes - mercy
once you give mercy to the shadow entities with puppy eyes they start to victimize you turning
your fears into nightmares
do not give mercy. be righteous. what is yours is yours and do not give away your soul.
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2) cat eyes - entice your inner attractions, an etymologic description would be succubus
if you give into the charms you return to stage 1)
do not get enticed.
3) reptilian eyes - "an eye for an eye" the final stage was a win or lose situation
fight back and you win. not a physical fight, but a fight over mind. your soul has to take control
over the mind.

when passed all the offensive attacks from the high-tech mind weapon, i successfully channeled
important messages:
we are responsible for our own progress on our planet
the history has repeat itself before, those in control have developed technology for destructive
purposes. they were never caught, as some channelers want us to believe. Our planet is only
used as temporary station before they head to the next one.
the battle is technology, we lightworkers have communication as our weapon, they use
communication to deceive, we use communication to spread the message. it is divided into two
parts: technology for creation vs technology for destruction.
the thugs blew up their own planet with their destructive technology and will blow up our planet if
nothing is done, but that seems not to be the scenario as our progress is being watched by the
galactic federation.
the final message was:
live
light (as we are carriers of the light)
forever
vs.
do not follow __the light__
because __the light__
is an artificial light created by the thugs to lure your soul in with fake feelings of bliss and euphoria.
(they have technology to deceive feelings as well).
i was told a comparison as well:
during what time on the day do the fishermen fish?
they fish at night time using artificial light to lure the fishes to surface.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
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01/17/2012 08:47 PM
What would happen if we started referring to Jesus, God, etc. all as "I am" ? After all they did it,
that's they name THEY gave us.
And then one is expressing unity with them, like: Jesus did it = I did it.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203

Why dont we refer to them as the ALL?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9053900
Or "We". But that would have been easy for them to do, and they went with "I am" instead. Not
sure why, maybe because there are some bad elements they don't want to be associated with -don't want to include in their "we".
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 7050204
United States
01/17/2012 10:23 PM
Friends,
Since GLP is going dark at midnight, I just wanted to wish ya'll a WONDERFUL day tomorrow.
May it be full of LoVe and gratitude.
Sweet dreams!!

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/17/2012 10:24 PM

oh it will be full of spring cleaning, in part anyway. maybe I will work on a new piece about politics I
started, maybe not.
Ozark
User ID: 1053123
United States
01/17/2012 11:27 PM
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See y'all in the 19th!
I'm staying off the internet for 24hrs, not even checking emails!
Love and Peace!!!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7730290
Norway
01/18/2012 04:36 PM
January 23, 2012 is the beginning of next year.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7730290

By what calendar?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203

Yes, please....If you are correct, we haven't missed the projected date after all.....
Quoting: DOK

The year of the Water Dragon starts in China.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 9088338
Italy
01/18/2012 05:12 PM
.. no stasis yet ..
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/18/2012 05:30 PM

.. no stasis yet ..
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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9088338

yep that is obvious since you are able to type here. Such are the games of 'war".

Be With God
User ID: 3520513
United States
01/18/2012 10:52 PM
.. no stasis yet ..
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9088338

yep that is obvious since you are able to type here. Such are the games of 'war".
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I do think the dark are playing war game with God.
BWG
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7315106
Sweden
01/19/2012 04:59 PM
Why do you say "work on a new piece"?
So this is just something completely made up?
(Or it could just be my english skills, and it means something completely else)
I am losing my hope, that this is just some made up crap.
I have been reading this stuff for many years now, and I really want to believe that this is actually
happening!
DOK
User ID: 3777241
United States
01/19/2012 05:34 PM

I took her to mean that she was going to THOUGHTFULLY AND CAREFULLY approach another
idea that she has and can post in a separate thread.

on a different subject.
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ObeWayneKenobe
User ID: 1330622
United States
01/20/2012 07:34 PM

...
Jesus was NEVER His name......that was the name that Paul gave Him AFTER the Crucifixion
ordeal! His name was Immanuel.......His friends called Him Esu!
However, He says that "He will still answer to the name Jesus.....for what's in a name"!
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe

Actually his full name was Joshua ben Joseph, who was later called Jesus by the Greeks. Jesus
is Greek for Joshua (Yeshua).
Quoting: overmind
Isn't it funny, how many different names this fella seemed to have? lol
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe

Joshua/Yeshua and Jesus are the same name though, just in different languages. Since the
English versions of the bible are usually translated from Greek, we've kept the name Jesus. Jesus
is only called Immanuel because in Hebrew, Immanuel/Emmanuel/Imanu'el means "God is with
us". It wasn't his actual name, it was a theophoric name used in the Old Testament. Christians
assume Immanuel is Jesus, and the New Testament includes that name to reflect this belief.
Jewish people interpret Immanuel completely differently which isn't surprising, it is their text after
all.
Quoting: overmind
And yet, those holy books tells us that when Jesus returns, He will bring a "new name".........do
you know what that name is 'overmind'?
overmind
User ID: 3022476
United States
01/20/2012 07:58 PM

...
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Actually his full name was Joshua ben Joseph, who was later called Jesus by the Greeks. Jesus
is Greek for Joshua (Yeshua).
Quoting: overmind
Isn't it funny, how many different names this fella seemed to have? lol
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe

Joshua/Yeshua and Jesus are the same name though, just in different languages. Since the
English versions of the bible are usually translated from Greek, we've kept the name Jesus. Jesus
is only called Immanuel because in Hebrew, Immanuel/Emmanuel/Imanu'el means "God is with
us". It wasn't his actual name, it was a theophoric name used in the Old Testament. Christians
assume Immanuel is Jesus, and the New Testament includes that name to reflect this belief.
Jewish people interpret Immanuel completely differently which isn't surprising, it is their text after
all.
Quoting: overmind
And yet, those holy books tells us that when Jesus returns, He will bring a "new name".........do
you know what that name is 'overmind'?
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe

I would first need to see what you are paraphrasing.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 9207665
United Kingdom
01/20/2012 08:02 PM
tis the skin of evil
ObeWayneKenobe
User ID: 1330622
United States
01/20/2012 11:50 PM

...
Isn't it funny, how many different names this fella seemed to have? lol
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe

Joshua/Yeshua and Jesus are the same name though, just in different languages. Since the
English versions of the bible are usually translated from Greek, we've kept the name Jesus. Jesus
is only called Immanuel because in Hebrew, Immanuel/Emmanuel/Imanu'el means "God is with
us". It wasn't his actual name, it was a theophoric name used in the Old Testament. Christians
assume Immanuel is Jesus, and the New Testament includes that name to reflect this belief.
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Jewish people interpret Immanuel completely differently which isn't surprising, it is their text after
all.
Quoting: overmind
And yet, those holy books tells us that when Jesus returns, He will bring a "new name".........do
you know what that name is 'overmind'?
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe

I would first need to see what you are paraphrasing.
Quoting: overmind
Him that overcometh will I make a pillar in the temple of my God, and he shall go no more out: and
I will write upon him the name of my God, and the name of the city of my God, which is new
Jerusalem, which cometh down out of heaven from my God: and I will write upon him my new
name.......Rev. 3:12
overmind
User ID: 3022476
United States
01/21/2012 12:45 AM

...

Joshua/Yeshua and Jesus are the same name though, just in different languages. Since the
English versions of the bible are usually translated from Greek, we've kept the name Jesus. Jesus
is only called Immanuel because in Hebrew, Immanuel/Emmanuel/Imanu'el means "God is with
us". It wasn't his actual name, it was a theophoric name used in the Old Testament. Christians
assume Immanuel is Jesus, and the New Testament includes that name to reflect this belief.
Jewish people interpret Immanuel completely differently which isn't surprising, it is their text after
all.
Quoting: overmind
And yet, those holy books tells us that when Jesus returns, He will bring a "new name".........do
you know what that name is 'overmind'?
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe

I would first need to see what you are paraphrasing.
Quoting: overmind
Him that overcometh will I make a pillar in the temple of my God, and he shall go no more out: and
I will write upon him the name of my God, and the name of the city of my God, which is new
Jerusalem, which cometh down out of heaven from my God: and I will write upon him my new
name.......Rev. 3:12
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe
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So this is John paraphrasing Jesus from memory? Are there any other instances of a "new
name"? Are you positive this wasn't edited by Paul?
ObeWayneKenobe
User ID: 1330622
United States
01/21/2012 11:53 AM

So this is John paraphrasing Jesus from memory? Are there any other instances of a "new
name"? Are you positive this wasn't edited by Paul?
Quoting: overmind
There are quite a few references in the Phoenix Journals........and yes, these scriptures were
obviously edited by Paul, since John could neither read nor write! However, that which was being
inspired by "evil" did know of the "new name"........since the name Sananda was the achieved
condition, that Esu would arrive at. imho
Last Edited by ObeWayneKenobe on 01/21/2012 11:54 AM
overmind
User ID: 3022476
United States
01/21/2012 02:30 PM

So this is John paraphrasing Jesus from memory? Are there any other instances of a "new
name"? Are you positive this wasn't edited by Paul?
Quoting: overmind
There are quite a few references in the Phoenix Journals........and yes, these scriptures were
obviously edited by Paul, since John could neither read nor write! However, that which was being
inspired by "evil" did know of the "new name"........since the name Sananda was the achieved
condition, that Esu would arrive at. imho
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe

I don't trust the Phoenix Journals though. If this source is the only other instance where a "new
name" is talked about, then I wouldn't take the bible quote too seriously. Sananda is the name
given to Jesus' personalized Thought Adjuster, who is also now known as the Scribe of Damascus
(a nickname Jesus picked up from his travels). The name Esu only comes from the Phoenix
Journals, NiP's messages and some other people from the new age movement, none of which I
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take seriously.
Basically, you're asking me to make an interpretation about something from a source I don't read
or believe in. That isn't possible. I know why you did it though. From your perspective, if Jesus
mentioned having a different name in the bible, then the name you are talking about now (Esu
Immanuel/Sananda) makes more sense. But from my perspective, that reasoning is extremely
faulty.
Last Edited by overmind on 01/21/2012 02:36 PM
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 7050204
United States
01/21/2012 04:11 PM
Now that I have had time to review the material at the link below, I highly recommend reading it.
Both my wife and me resonated with not all, but quite a bit of it, especially the parts about being
trained on the ships. We both have reason to believe this has been happening to us for quite
some time. Sorry, no pics, just personal experiences.
Thanks to Being Mindful for posting it in her thread.
Since this material pre-dates AH, The Phoenix Journals and such, yet says MANY of the same
things, it really is worth considering.
[link to www.thenewearth.org]
THE ASHTAR COMMAND
Through Tuella
Although these Messages of the coming Earth Changes and Ascension of Planet Earth given by
the Ashtar Command in the 1980's through Tuella (Thelma Terrell) have since been long delayed
in their outcome, mainly through the strong efforts of the Forces of Darkness to eliminate or
postpone the event, the instruction and program contained therein remains largely unchanged and
applicable to the now fast approaching times of final cleansing.

ObeWayneKenobe
User ID: 1330622
United States
01/21/2012 04:59 PM
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So this is John paraphrasing Jesus from memory? Are there any other instances of a "new
name"? Are you positive this wasn't edited by Paul?
Quoting: overmind
There are quite a few references in the Phoenix Journals........and yes, these scriptures were
obviously edited by Paul, since John could neither read nor write! However, that which was being
inspired by "evil" did know of the "new name"........since the name Sananda was the achieved
condition, that Esu would arrive at. imho
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe

I don't trust the Phoenix Journals though. If this source is the only other instance where a "new
name" is talked about, then I wouldn't take the bible quote too seriously. Sananda is the name
given to Jesus' personalized Thought Adjuster, who is also now known as the Scribe of Damascus
(a nickname Jesus picked up from his travels). The name Esu only comes from the Phoenix
Journals, NiP's messages and some other people from the new age movement, none of which I
take seriously.
Basically, you're asking me to make an interpretation about something from a source I don't read
or believe in. That isn't possible. I know why you did it though. From your perspective, if Jesus
mentioned having a different name in the bible, then the name you are talking about now (Esu
Immanuel/Sananda) makes more sense. But from my perspective, that reasoning is extremely
faulty.
Quoting: overmind
You're right, all these historical writings could be misleading........so I guess you'll just have to take
my word for it.......;) lol peace
ObeWayneKenobe
User ID: 1330622
United States
01/21/2012 05:07 PM

From your perspective, if Jesus mentioned having a different name in the bible, then the name
you are talking about now (Esu Immanuel/Sananda) makes more sense. But from my perspective,
that reasoning is extremely faulty.
Quoting: overmind
Actually, I was just tying to point out; that when Jesus said "What's in a name?", I think that I
understand what He means! :)
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(:-DeeZe
User ID: 7050204
United States
01/21/2012 07:35 PM
[link to www.thenewearth.org]
II – Chapter 4: The Great Exodus I, II, and III
Undoubtedly, the most often asked question concerning these evacuation details is, "When?" This
is apparently also one of the most difficult to answer. Kuthumi attempts an explanation for us:
"The situation is greatly related to international affairs. It cannot be dogmatically determined the
exact nature of the event that will precipitate these crucial events. Whether a panic button reaction
or a polarity that cannot be maintained, when a certain critical point is reached in planetary affairs,
the changing of the auric color and magnetic field surrounding the Earth will automatically trigger
the plan into action.
The unpredictable element of Human action must be considered. The free will of Humanity
prevents any actual knowing of moment and time when these things will occur, for the action and
reaction of Humanity to given influences and situations are a key factor. The onset of war on a
devastating level would be a crucial incident, which would then precipitate intervention of a
cataclysmic nature. Geological factors taking place within the orb itself are an intricate part of
triggering action. The combination of both of these events would trigger the First two Phases of
evacuation immediately, undertaken in a secret manner. The Third Phase would follow shortly
thereafter. For the Third Phase is a public occurrence, while the first two are covert maneuvers, to
insure their completion. Time-wise, it is impossible to yet tell precisely how the Nations will
go or when they will yield to the crisis situation and blow the world apart.
The Legion of Earth-based Commanders will already have had their training and briefing. It is
imperative this be completed while there is time."
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/22/2012 01:29 PM

So this is John paraphrasing Jesus from memory? Are there any other instances of a "new
name"? Are you positive this wasn't edited by Paul?
Quoting: overmind
There are quite a few references in the Phoenix Journals........and yes, these scriptures were
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obviously edited by Paul, since John could neither read nor write! However, that which was being
inspired by "evil" did know of the "new name"........since the name Sananda was the achieved
condition, that Esu would arrive at. imho
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe

I don't trust the Phoenix Journals though. If this source is the only other instance where a "new
name" is talked about, then I wouldn't take the bible quote too seriously. Sananda is the name
given to Jesus' personalized Thought Adjuster, who is also now known as the Scribe of Damascus
(a nickname Jesus picked up from his travels). The name Esu only comes from the Phoenix
Journals, NiP's messages and some other people from the new age movement, none of which I
take seriously.
Basically, you're asking me to make an interpretation about something from a source I don't read
or believe in. That isn't possible. I know why you did it though. From your perspective, if Jesus
mentioned having a different name in the bible, then the name you are talking about now (Esu
Immanuel/Sananda) makes more sense. But from my perspective, that reasoning is extremely
faulty.
Quoting: overmind

Sananda is not the name of the personalized thought adjuster. There were TWO people using the
BODY. Sananda is the state of being of ESU after he completed his "studies" AFTER the
incarnation of himself. I to am a Sananda, which is a ascending son graduate of Paradise. It is a
TITLE NOT A NAME. Generally referring actually to Mighty Messengers who are taken out of the
finaliter group in fact. A special class of Trinitized ascending Sons, we are very "rebellion"
resistant, and thus of a group preparing to become those high level managers in the creation.
holding positions normally held by the Descending Sons/Created Beings. CM has two ascending
son paradise graduates in his universe, over two systems, positions equivalent to Lucifers over
Satania, the system earth belongs to.
Those in India called Esu by HIS NAME beloved, he was known as St. Issa there. I trust the PJ's
to the point wherein is the truth. Like all such materials given, there has been some corruption of
them. Some in future printings, some before they hit the press but after dharma took the material,
and some thru her, because the thugs keep deciphering her radio signal, and they kept having to
give her a new one, which was again deciphered. Near the end she was "loosing" it from all the
stress, the multiple court hearings and all that stuff. Dharma herself could NOT tell the difference
most of the time, in the material coming over the deciphered radio signals.
After so much bashing of Dharma, Hatonn took to using MOSTLY what was already written on
earth and adding commentary here and there to it, rather that presenting original material.
The TITLES obtained by ones journey become part of ones stellar name. Thus Esu is Sananda
Immanuel Esu Kumara. Mother Mary is his Kumara Mother from the days of Lyra. Her name is
Anna, pronounced more like An Nah. His kumara daddy is Sanat. Both would have additional
titles added to their names. Immanuel is also a title and not a name. Although some do carry that
name, like Immanuel the Paradise son representative to Michael of Nebadon.
And none of these names are accurate anyway, just placed as close to english as possible.
Actually the stellar name of the Divine Created Sons, are very complex and sung, being in
harmonics. CM's stellar name fills a half page of syllables and many pages Sung. Even the name
Christ Michael, the Michael as given in English is a class of beings and not a name.
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The scribe of Damascus is not a thought adjuster. I know where you got that and the guy in
Australia was given that to confuse the readers of the UB material and the PJ's folks. Worked
awfully well. How could a Personal Thought adjuster walk the planet as is? it is totally a piece of
"spirit/mind". Now that should provide some clarity here.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/22/2012 01:38 PM

As to my post immediately prior to this one, please understand in my wide recommended reading I
noticed a lot of discrepancies from one to the next and I did ASK as LOT OF QUESTIONS around
that. Thus my teachings around them.
Spirit Beings like CM cannot incarnate INTO a human body, none of us can. I did figure out that
the incarnation 2000 years ago was of two individuals and this was confirmed to me and we did
put that out publicly in April 2005, piece #25. CM had to "hide" per se behind his Hatonn story for
years to cover up his own personal return to this world.
AH IS the 2nd coming organization and thru us, you are getting some of those sources and
stories and conflicts of information clarified as to details. That is a major portion of my own
purpose and when this got restarted back in 2003, that we could "save" this planet perhaps
after all, and let the journey continued, it was seen as necessary to begin to solidify the
information and come clear and clean rather than the use of many names.
Personalized Thought adjuster being calledThe Scribe of Damascus and Sananda is totally a
bullshit story put into circulation thru the guy in Australia, I forget his name. I was long on his list
and the day I confronted him on that, was the day he removed me from his list. It was done to
drive UB readers away form MY work and the PJ's in one swell swoop and it was very
effective.
I know these to two individuals, CM and Esu very well and the Sananda belongs to ESU.
CM has given material under several names. He is for example the author of the RA material and
the Jesus who gave the 365 lessons of the Course in Miracles, and only the course. Others wrote
that stupid book full of some bullshit, called the URTEXT that accompanies it and which takes
preference over the actual 365 lessons in the whole package and it was the urtext that turned me
completely OFF, I saw no miracles there.
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 7050204
United States
01/22/2012 02:11 PM
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As to my post immediately prior to this one, please understand in my wide recommended reading I
noticed a lot of discrepancies from one to the next and I did ASK as LOT OF QUESTIONS around
that. Thus my teachings around them.
Spirit Beings like CM cannot incarnate INTO a human body, none of us can. I did figure out that
the incarnation 2000 years ago was of two individuals and this was confirmed to me and we did
put that out publicly in April 2005, piece #25. CM had to "hide" per se behind his Hatonn story for
years to cover up his own personal return to this world.
AH IS the 2nd coming organization and thru us, you are getting some of those sources and stories
and conflicts of information clarified as to details.
Personalized Thought adjuster being calledThe Scribe of Damascus and Sananda is totally
a bullshit story put into circulation thru the guy in Australia, I forget his name. I was long on his
list and the day I confronted him on that, was the day he removed me from his list. It was done to
drive UB readers away form MY work and the PJ's in one swell swoop and it was very
effective.
I know these to two individuals, CM and Esu very well and the Sananda belongs to ESU.
CM has given material under several names. He is for example the author of the RA material and
the Jesus who gave the 365 lessons of the Course in Miracles, and only the course. Others wrote
that stupid book full of some bullshit, called the URTEXT that accompanies it and which takes
preference over the actual 365 lessons in the whole package and it was the urtext that turned me
completely OFF, I saw no miracles there.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Having JUST read the entire section in the Urantia book about Jesus, I would concur with this.
The "Scribe from Damascus" was a nickname given him (Jesus) while in the employ of a wealthy
business man and his son.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/22/2012 02:17 PM

As to my post immediately prior to this one, please understand in my wide recommended reading I
noticed a lot of discrepancies from one to the next and I did ASK as LOT OF QUESTIONS around
that. Thus my teachings around them.
Spirit Beings like CM cannot incarnate INTO a human body, none of us can. I did figure out that
the incarnation 2000 years ago was of two individuals and this was confirmed to me and we did
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put that out publicly in April 2005, piece #25. CM had to "hide" per se behind his Hatonn story for
years to cover up his own personal return to this world.
AH IS the 2nd coming organization and thru us, you are getting some of those sources and stories
and conflicts of information clarified as to details.
Personalized Thought adjuster being calledThe Scribe of Damascus and Sananda is totally
a bullshit story put into circulation thru the guy in Australia, I forget his name. I was long on his
list and the day I confronted him on that, was the day he removed me from his list. It was done to
drive UB readers away form MY work and the PJ's in one swell swoop and it was very
effective.
I know these to two individuals, CM and Esu very well and the Sananda belongs to ESU.
CM has given material under several names. He is for example the author of the RA material and
the Jesus who gave the 365 lessons of the Course in Miracles, and only the course. Others wrote
that stupid book full of some bullshit, called the URTEXT that accompanies it and which takes
preference over the actual 365 lessons in the whole package and it was the urtext that turned me
completely OFF, I saw no miracles there.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Having JUST read the entire section in the Urantia book about Jesus, I would concur with this.
The "Scribe from Damascus" was a nickname given him (Jesus) while in the employ of a wealthy
business man and his son.
Quoting: (:-DeeZe

well I read all of it at one point and I don't recall the story of him being employed by a wealthy
business man and his son, where is that? do you know? Of course the search feature might
reveal that if the term was actually used in the UB.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/22/2012 02:21 PM

well, you know those strange sounds, I am hearing some of that in the wind today, not as
pronounced as on the video's people have placed, but its there, it got my attention and I went
outside to listen more.
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 7050204
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United States
01/22/2012 02:30 PM
[link to www.urantia.org]

(1422.6) 129:2.9 Before the end of this Passover week, by apparent chance, Jesus met a
wealthy traveler and his son, a young man about seventeen years of age. These travelers
hailed from India, and being on their way to visit Rome and various other points on the
Mediterranean, they had arranged to arrive in Jerusalem during the Passover, hoping to find
someone whom they could engage as interpreter for both and tutor for the son. The father
was insistent that Jesus consent to travel with them. Jesus told him about his family and that it
was hardly fair to go away for almost two years, during which time they might find themselves in
need. Whereupon, this traveler from the Orient proposed to advance to Jesus the wages of
one year so that he could intrust such funds to his friends for the safeguarding of his family
against want. And Jesus agreed to make the trip.

(1423.4) 129:3.2 Throughout this tour of the Roman world, for many reasons, Jesus was known
as the Damascus scribe. At Corinth and other stops on the return trip he was, however, known
as the Jewish tutor.

(1424.4) 129:3.9 On this Mediterranean journey Jesus made great advances in his human task of
mastering the material and mortal mind, and his indwelling Adjuster made great progress in the
ascension and spiritual conquest of this same human intellect. By the end of this tour Jesus
virtually knew — with all human certainty — that he was a Son of God, a Creator Son of the
Universal Father. The Adjuster more and more was able to bring up in the mind of the Son of Man
shadowy memories of his Paradise experience in association with his divine Father ere he ever
came to organize and administer this local universe of Nebadon. Thus did the Adjuster, little by
little, bring to Jesus’ human consciousness those necessary memories of his former and divine
existence in the various epochs of the well-nigh eternal past. The last episode of his prehuman
experience to be brought forth by the Adjuster was his farewell conference with Immanuel of
Salvington just before his surrender of conscious personality to embark upon the Urantia
incarnation. And this final memory picture of prehuman existence was made clear in Jesus’
consciousness on the very day of his baptism by John in the Jordan.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/22/2012 02:34 PM
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well yep I searched the UB for Scribe Damascus, (do not use "of" in the search, you will get a lot
of excess stuff), and its in [link to www.urantia.org] Paper 132, the sojourn at Rome.
If you use the search feature as above, you can then click on the papers suggested, in the search,
and the searched words are highlighted. now I didn't go look for his working for the rich man and
his son and I didn't read all of what the search produced, BUT that should put to REST the false
teachings by that guy in Australia I mentioned. of the 11:11 site. I don't have it bookmarked
anymore.
Thus the scribe of Damascus is not the thought adjuster at any rate. And I know for a fact that
Sananda is not the thought adjuster either. Each had their own in that double incarnation. Esu
downloaded in fact his MONAD at the time of the baptism. Understand CM actually "overlighted"
him during the incarnation, as CM wasn't IN the body either. Spirit beings can however look thru
your eyes, and hear what you hear, and listen to your thoughts and feel the pain of the Physical
Body. It was quite possible for CM to this in his shared adventure with Esu and for both to have
access to a thought adjuster. CM has told me and we have put this out that in fact the same
personalized adjuster is serving him again this time. What the name, number or ID of this
personalized adjuster is, I have no idea, but its NOT Sananda. Nor is it the "Scribe of Damascus."

Esu of course was long fused with his, and so we call that his higher self, his soul I guess. We
have such mucked up crap on this planet and after the return from the long stasis, that is all going
to be rectified with clear teaching and new words in the ENGLISH language which will then be
translated to other remaining languages. English is going to become the one language of this
world in due time, which is why you see it being learned all over the world now, necessary for
global commerce and everything else.
Those of us spirit folks who cannot be in our bodies, overlight our bodies. So esu and CM jointly
overlighted the body of those days. We have such a paucity of language here.
Spirit beings CAN temporarily merge themselves and perhaps that is the better definition for the
shared use of the body.
I do see in the above piece that Ganid went to rome with him and Ganids father was a wealthy
business man.
Here's a short quote from Paper 132. Though Paul never really surmised the identity of this scribe
of Damascus, he did, a short time before his death, because of the similarity of personal
descriptions, reach the conclusion that the “tentmaker of Antioch” was also the “scribe of
Damascus.” On one occasion, while preaching in Rome, Simon Peter, on listening to a description
of the Damascus scribe, surmised that this individual might have been Jesus but quickly
dismissed the idea, knowing full well (so he thought) that the Master had never been in Rome.
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 7050204
United States
01/22/2012 02:40 PM
[link to www.urantia.org]

4. The Human Jesus
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(1424.5) 129:4.1 To the onlooking celestial intelligences of the local universe, this Mediterranean
trip was the most enthralling of all Jesus’ earth experiences, at least of all his career right up to the
event of his crucifixion and mortal death. This was the fascinating period of his personal ministry in
contrast with the soon-following epoch of public ministry. This unique episode was all the more
engrossing because he was at this time still the carpenter of Nazareth, the boatbuilder of
Capernaum, the scribe of Damascus; he was still the Son of Man. He had not yet achieved
the complete mastery of his human mind; the Adjuster had not fully mastered and counterparted
the mortal identity. He was still a man among men.
(1425.1) 129:4.2 The purely human religious experience — the personal spiritual growth — of the
Son of Man well-nigh reached the apex of attainment during this, the twenty-ninth year. This
experience of spiritual development was a consistently gradual growth from the moment of
the arrival of his Thought Adjuster until the day of the completion and confirmation of that
natural and normal human relationship between the material mind of man and the mindendowment of the spirit — the phenomenon of the making of these two minds one, the
experience which the Son of Man attained in completion and finality, as an incarnated mortal of
the realm, on the day of his baptism in the Jordan.
(1425.2) 129:4.3 Throughout these years, while he did not appear to engage in so many seasons
of formal communion with his Father in heaven, he perfected increasingly effective methods of
personal communication with the indwelling spirit presence of the Paradise Father. He lived
a real life, a full life, and a truly normal, natural, and average life in the flesh. He knows from
personal experience the equivalent of the actuality of the entire sum and substance of the living of
the life of human beings on the material worlds of time and space.
(1425.3) 129:4.4 The Son of Man experienced those wide ranges of human emotion which reach
from superb joy to profound sorrow. He was a child of joy and a being of rare good humor;
likewise was he a “man of sorrows and acquainted with grief.” In a spiritual sense, he did live
through the mortal life from the bottom to the top, from the beginning to the end. From a
material point of view, he might appear to have escaped living through both social
extremes of human existence, but intellectually he became wholly familiar with the entire
and complete experience of humankind.
(1425.4) 129:4.5 Jesus knows about the thoughts and feelings, the urges and impulses, of the
evolutionary and ascendant mortals of the realms, from birth to death. He has lived the human life
from the beginnings of physical, intellectual, and spiritual selfhood up through infancy, childhood,
youth, and adulthood — even to the human experience of death. He not only passed through
these usual and familiar human periods of intellectual and spiritual advancement, but he
also fully experienced those higher and more advanced phases of human and Adjuster
reconciliation which so few Urantia mortals ever attain. And thus he experienced the full life of
mortal man, not only as it is lived on your world, but also as it is lived on all other evolutionary
worlds of time and space, even on the highest and most advanced of all the worlds settled in light
and life.
(1425.5) 129:4.6 Although this perfect life which he lived in the likeness of mortal flesh may not
have received the unqualified and universal approval of his fellow mortals, those who chanced to
be his contemporaries on earth, still, the life which Jesus of Nazareth lived in the flesh and on
Urantia did receive full and unqualified acceptance by the Universal Father as constituting at one
and the same time, and in one and the same personality-life, the fullness of the revelation of the
eternal God to mortal man and the presentation of perfected human personality to the satisfaction
of the Infinite Creator.
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(1425.6) 129:4.7 And this was his true and supreme purpose. He did not come down to live on
Urantia as the perfect and detailed example for any child or adult, any man or woman, in that age
or any other. True it is, indeed, that in his full, rich, beautiful, and noble life we may all find much
that is exquisitely exemplary, divinely inspiring, but this is because he lived a true and genuinely
human life. Jesus did not live his life on earth in order to set an example for all other human
beings to copy. He lived this life in the flesh by the same mercy ministry that you all may live
your lives on earth; and as he lived his mortal life in his day and as he was, so did he
thereby set the example for all of us thus to live our lives in our day and as we are. You may
not aspire to live his life, but you can resolve to live your lives even as, and by the same means
that, he lived his. Jesus may not be the technical and detailed example for all the mortals of all
ages on all the realms of this local universe, but he is everlastingly the inspiration and guide of all
Paradise pilgrims from the worlds of initial ascension up through a universe of universes and on
through Havona to Paradise. Jesus is the new and living way from man to God, from the partial to
the perfect, from the earthly to the heavenly, from time to eternity.
(1426.1) 129:4.8 By the end of the twenty-ninth year Jesus of Nazareth had virtually finished the
living of the life required of mortals as sojourners in the flesh. He came on earth the fullness of
God to be manifest to man; he had now become well-nigh the perfection of man awaiting the
occasion to become manifest to God. And he did all of this before he was thirty years of age.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 9350438
United States
01/22/2012 03:01 PM
As to my post immediately prior to this one, please understand in my wide recommended reading I
noticed a lot of discrepancies from one to the next and I did ASK as LOT OF QUESTIONS around
that. Thus my teachings around them.
Spirit Beings like CM cannot incarnate INTO a human body, none of us can. I did figure out that
the incarnation 2000 years ago was of two individuals and this was confirmed to me and we did
put that out publicly in April 2005, piece #25. CM had to "hide" per se behind his Hatonn story for
years to cover up his own personal return to this world.
AH IS the 2nd coming organization and thru us, you are getting some of those sources and stories
and conflicts of information clarified as to details.
Personalized Thought adjuster being calledThe Scribe of Damascus and Sananda is totally
a bullshit story put into circulation thru the guy in Australia, I forget his name. I was long on his
list and the day I confronted him on that, was the day he removed me from his list. It was done to
drive UB readers away form MY work and the PJ's in one swell swoop and it was very
effective.
I know these to two individuals, CM and Esu very well and the Sananda belongs to ESU.
CM has given material under several names. He is for example the author of the RA material and
the Jesus who gave the 365 lessons of the Course in Miracles, and only the course. Others wrote
that stupid book full of some bullshit, called the URTEXT that accompanies it and which takes
preference over the actual 365 lessons in the whole package and it was the urtext that turned me
completely OFF, I saw no miracles there.
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Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Having JUST read the entire section in the Urantia book about Jesus, I would concur with this.
The "Scribe from Damascus" was a nickname given him (Jesus) while in the employ of a wealthy
business man and his son.
Quoting: (:-DeeZe

well I read all of it at one point and I don't recall the story of him being employed by a wealthy
business man and his son, where is that? do you know? Of course the search feature might
reveal that if the term was actually used in the UB.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

hi candace, are we going to start announcement/disclosure within weeks, according to siraya's
target message?
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 7050204
United States
01/22/2012 06:54 PM
Check out HAARP right now.
[link to www.haarp.alaska.edu]
DOK
User ID: 3777241
United States
01/23/2012 10:45 PM

well, you know those strange sounds, I am hearing some of that in the wind today, not as
pronounced as on the video's people have placed, but its there, it got my attention and I went
outside to listen more.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
A recent name given them is "sky quakes"...interesting information on following link. CHOPS fixes
the link in the fourth post it is I think...
Thread: Skyquakes: Warnings From Earth’s Destabilizing Core BREAKING OUT ALL OVER THE
WORLD
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/23/2012 10:50 PM

Check out HAARP right now.
[link to www.haarp.alaska.edu]
Quoting: (:-DeeZe

This is because the bz recently dropped out a bit, if you mean the glow. Otherwise the hz I have
been watching isn't really evident today on that. the earlier glow is because of the CME.
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 7050204
United States
01/23/2012 11:01 PM
well, you know those strange sounds, I am hearing some of that in the wind today, not as
pronounced as on the video's people have placed, but its there, it got my attention and I went
outside to listen more.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Hey Candace,
Has CM or any of the other folks up there filled you in as to the origin of these strange sounds
being heard?
Thanks!

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/24/2012 12:38 PM
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well, you know those strange sounds, I am hearing some of that in the wind today, not as
pronounced as on the video's people have placed, but its there, it got my attention and I went
outside to listen more.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Hey Candace,
Has CM or any of the other folks up there filled you in as to the origin of these strange sounds
being heard?
Thanks!

Quoting: (:-DeeZe

yes, they are from the WAVE. But I suspect a few videos may be frauds, with folks copying the
sound in. Go to my WAVE thread for a new post I just made.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/24/2012 08:28 PM

well, yesterday there were some craft. Here is a couple images of the big puppies in the first two.
this will be removed soon, so if you want any of these, save to computer now. these were on my
forum.
[link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov] near bottom left
[link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov] right middle
[link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov] 3 craft
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2955373
United States
01/25/2012 05:34 PM
well, yesterday there were some craft. Here is a couple images of the big puppies in the first two.
this will be removed soon, so if you want any of these, save to computer now. these were on my
forum.
[link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov] near bottom left
[link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov] right middle
[link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov] 3 craft
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Well they definitely have been.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 6403273
United States
01/27/2012 11:33 AM
So we should still continue to wait?
Been about a decade with the same message, give us your time and we'll help you understand
current circumstances.
The messages transmitted reflect that all of us are on the same level which we are not.
Got anything else besides you need to do better?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1473848
United States
01/27/2012 11:37 AM
So we should still continue to wait?
Been about a decade with the same message, give us your time and we'll help you understand
current circumstances.
The messages transmitted reflect that all of us are on the same level which we are not.
Got anything else besides you need to do better?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 6403273

You'll probably get a long text-heavy response, but maybe I can translate it even before it gets
posted.
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No. They will post forever and wait forever.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 6403273
United States
01/27/2012 12:08 PM
So we should still continue to wait?
Been about a decade with the same message, give us your time and we'll help you understand
current circumstances.
The messages transmitted reflect that all of us are on the same level which we are not.
Got anything else besides you need to do better?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 6403273

You'll probably get a long text-heavy response, but maybe I can translate it even before it gets
posted.
No. They will post forever and wait forever.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1473848

Yeah seems the best tactic advanced beings from the core of our universe have to help us is Listen to what we say, you aren't doing enough, we'll right with you at all times you just can't have
any perception/awareness of our presence and you aren't doing enough to help yourselves how
can you expect us to work with this little effort.(condescending)
How are we suppose to ascend when the advanced races still condescend that's a lower realm
modality how can these advanced races still use it? Shouldn't it have been removed from the
psyche upon gaining a higher level of thinking?
I know it has in me or at least I notice it they seem unaware of the baseness in their actions.
DOK
User ID: 3777241
United States
01/27/2012 12:48 PM

So we should still continue to wait?
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Been about a decade with the same message, give us your time and we'll help you understand
current circumstances.
The messages transmitted reflect that all of us are on the same level which we are not.
Got anything else besides you need to do better?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 6403273

You'll probably get a long text-heavy response, but maybe I can translate it even before it gets
posted.
No. They will post forever and wait forever.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1473848

Ya know, many had given up on being patient when Jesus was born as a baby over 2000 years
ago. How many decades had they been waiting? Think on that...
I am
committed to be found KNOWING that he is faithful and will do what he says...on his perfect
timetable, not mine!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 6403273
United States
01/27/2012 01:02 PM
So we should still continue to wait?
Been about a decade with the same message, give us your time and we'll help you understand
current circumstances.
The messages transmitted reflect that all of us are on the same level which we are not.
Got anything else besides you need to do better?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 6403273

You'll probably get a long text-heavy response, but maybe I can translate it even before it gets
posted.
No. They will post forever and wait forever.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1473848

Ya know, many had given up on being patient when Jesus was born as a baby over 2000 years
ago. How many decades had they been waiting? Think on that...

I am
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committed to be found KNOWING that he is faithful and will do what he says...on his perfect
timetable, not mine!
Quoting: DOK

Once again condescending...
DOK
User ID: 3777241
United States
01/27/2012 02:39 PM

So we should still continue to wait?
Been about a decade with the same message, give us your time and we'll help you understand
current circumstances.
The messages transmitted reflect that all of us are on the same level which we are not.
Got anything else besides you need to do better?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 6403273

You'll probably get a long text-heavy response, but maybe I can translate it even before it gets
posted.
No. They will post forever and wait forever.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1473848

Ya know, many had given up on being patient when Jesus was born as a baby over 2000 years
ago. How many decades had they been waiting? Think on that...
I am
committed to be found KNOWING that he is faithful and will do what he says...on his perfect
timetable, not mine!
Quoting: DOK

Once again condescending...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 6403273
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Would you label it condescending if I said I KNOW 2 + 2 = 4 when you said it probably was not.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 6403273
United States
01/27/2012 03:26 PM
...

You'll probably get a long text-heavy response, but maybe I can translate it even before it gets
posted.
No. They will post forever and wait forever.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1473848

Ya know, many had given up on being patient when Jesus was born as a baby over 2000 years
ago. How many decades had they been waiting? Think on that...
I am
committed to be found KNOWING that he is faithful and will do what he says...on his perfect
timetable, not mine!
Quoting: DOK

Once again condescending...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 6403273

Would you label it condescending if I said I KNOW 2 + 2 = 4 when you said it probably was not.
Quoting: DOK

The whole principle of it is condescending, you cannot know because you are at a certain
time/space/state whatever you want and because of this we cannot inform you.
So yes I would.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1473848
United States
01/27/2012 03:35 PM
Ya know, many had given up on being patient when Jesus was born as a baby over 2000 years
ago. How many decades had they been waiting? Think on that...

I am
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committed to be found KNOWING that he is faithful and will do what he says...on his perfect
timetable, not mine!
Quoting: DOK

I am all for Yeshua. Not a christian by any means, but I am also not one to jump on the Jesus
bandwagon just because some group claims to have been given "special knowledge". groups like
that are a dime a dozen and overpriced at that amount.
Put up or shut up. Best way I can describe my feelings toward any self appointed god-speaker.
ps - they NEVER put up and they NEVER shut up, just as you won't. But will you ever deliver the
goods? No.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2955373
United States
01/27/2012 06:10 PM
So we should still continue to wait?
Been about a decade with the same message, give us your time and we'll help you understand
current circumstances.
The messages transmitted reflect that all of us are on the same level which we are not.
Got anything else besides you need to do better?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 6403273

You'll probably get a long text-heavy response, but maybe I can translate it even before it gets
posted.
No. They will post forever and wait forever.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1473848

Ya know, many had given up on being patient when Jesus was born as a baby over 2000 years
ago. How many decades had they been waiting? Think on that...
I am
committed to be found KNOWING that he is faithful and will do what he says...on his perfect
timetable, not mine!
Quoting: DOK

So he extends the suffering of all beings throughout this planet because his time table requires we
wait patiently while having the most horrendous things imaginable done on all levels?
Do you understand this makes no sense or do I need to expound on it?
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If he's a being of pure love why does allowing the suffering of all parties involved constitute
helping?
Soul Wave
User ID: 9713731
United Kingdom
01/27/2012 08:52 PM
Hi everyone, there have been questions and requests in two different threads recently, so I am
starting a thread in my name to address those readers and anyone else interested. The reason is
I get tired of repeating the story and it need to be in one place and then I can link to it.
BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH
BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH
BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH
BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH
BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH
BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH
BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH
BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH
BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH
BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH
BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH
BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH
BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH
BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH
BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH
BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH
BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH
BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH
BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

That's what your posts look like to everyone else, Candace.
In case anyone is curious, Candace is a 60+ year old woman living in a ghetto trailer park in
Denver. She's was committed by her daughter several times in the 90s, resulting in her getting put
on various medications and getting a disability check every months.
She's not an ascended master, she doesn't channel jesus, she hasn't been to any spacecraft.
Jupiter is a planet, not a star or a starship or whatever other insanity she's currently claiming. She
daydreams all of the crap she posts and thinks that it's being sent to her by the gods.
She will delete this post and ban me from her thread for posting this, but who cares? The old
woman is crazy.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9239025

And your point is? It would seem you have no real point, it would seem that you are so perplexed
with what is written and given by Candace that you cannot internally estimate an understanding of
it. Are you awaiting the changes mentioned of, you must be otherwise you would not be so
worked up by the information given, and if you do not want to accept any of it then why do you
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bother to come and try to discredit to the point of hostility. If it bothers you so much then why do
you not attempt to teach people what it is you know.
Not only are you attempting to discredit a kindly woman who is simply trying to inform, to teach, to
relay messages that some may feel lifted by or be helped in some way. You actually behaved
worse than a morally inept child by posting derogatory information in an attempt to make her look
bad. That puts you beyond the reach of understanding at this time, and you may not feel ashamed
of yourself, but I sure feel ashamed for you.
It was so shameful that you must actually believe that God is not present in all in equality, for God
even designed a fly and gave it a piece of his spirit yet you mock that it would be present in the
poor and the meek whom God has already said is those that will inherit, because they are the
ones closer in heart.
I know that her experiences are the truth, I know because I too have been given the same
understanding as does she, I could have been used as a channeller but I am too lazy and they
know that. I know what she teaches to you and I have no connection to her in the physical as I
have to you. How can you explain people in opposite continents that have never heard of each
other, have the same inner teaching and understanding. Because what she says is real and true.
Does it not bother you that after all these thousands of years you still feel inside you the urge to
hurt another because you dislike their expression. Have you not grown up from name calling and
attempted to grow out of expressing your own sadness toward another.
Did it occur to you that the messages are deliberately designed to prolong an awakening, to bring
home as many as is possible. You may not like what is being taught here, but there is many that
are learning from it, many that will benefit, and if nothing ever happens we can all be thankful that
many people because of it opened up their doors to light.
What you have displayed is pitiful, and it would do you good to pray before you rest one night and
ask that your ignorance be excused and that may you have the insight to understand that which
you belittle and mock.
There is one thing I cannot tolerate, and that is when the profoundly ignorant attack the good with
slander just to try and ruin their cause, all to please you, just one person who finds it hard to grasp
the higher wave of understanding.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 9716510
Canada
01/27/2012 09:04 PM
BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

That's what your posts look like to everyone else, Candace.
In case anyone is curious, Candace is a 60+ year old woman living in a ghetto trailer park in
Denver. She's was committed by her daughter several times in the 90s, resulting in her getting put
on various medications and getting a disability check every months.
She's not an ascended master, she doesn't channel jesus, she hasn't been to any spacecraft.
Jupiter is a planet, not a star or a starship or whatever other insanity she's currently claiming. She
daydreams all of the crap she posts and thinks that it's being sent to her by the gods.
She will delete this post and ban me from her thread for posting this, but who cares? The old
woman is crazy.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9239025
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I really enjoy Candace's postings. They are very informative and interesting, and they tie in with
the Urantia Book and the Phoenix Journals.
What's your problem?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2955373
United States
01/27/2012 09:17 PM
BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

That's what your posts look like to everyone else, Candace.
In case anyone is curious, Candace is a 60+ year old woman living in a ghetto trailer park in
Denver. She's was committed by her daughter several times in the 90s, resulting in her getting put
on various medications and getting a disability check every months.
She's not an ascended master, she doesn't channel jesus, she hasn't been to any spacecraft.
Jupiter is a planet, not a star or a starship or whatever other insanity she's currently claiming. She
daydreams all of the crap she posts and thinks that it's being sent to her by the gods.
She will delete this post and ban me from her thread for posting this, but who cares? The old
woman is crazy.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9239025

I really enjoy Candace's postings. They are very informative and interesting, and they tie in with
the Urantia Book and the Phoenix Journals.
What's your problem?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9716510

The problem is its just a continuation of the same stuff already presented by others just in a
different light but she's actually creating harm by not being truthful about her actions...
DOK
User ID: 3777241
United States
01/27/2012 09:51 PM
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There is one thing I cannot tolerate, and that is when the profoundly ignorant attack the good with
slander just to try and ruin their cause, all to please you, just one person who finds it hard to grasp
the higher wave of understanding.
Quoting: Soul Wave 9713731

VERY, VERY well said....
overmind
User ID: 3022476
United States
01/27/2012 09:53 PM

She will delete this post and ban me from her thread for posting this, but who cares? The old
woman is crazy.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9239025

I really enjoy Candace's postings. They are very informative and interesting, and they tie in with
the Urantia Book and the Phoenix Journals.
What's your problem?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9716510

He was telling you where your information was coming from. Let's create two hypothetical
situations. On one hand, the AC is right and Candace makes this up or is being taken advantage
of (the results of which would be similar, so I treat this as one case). If this is the actual case, AC's
point is pretty obvious. Wake up! This is where you're getting your information! Taking this
hypothetical further, what is the result of following false information? Well, it generally results in
confusion about what the truth really is. So my question to you is this, if 70% of what Candace
says is wrong, are you capable of figuring out which 30% is truth? Now this is a hypothetical
question concerning a hypothetical situation, I can't use it to form any conclusion. And since
Candace's material relies on the amount of truth within the Urantia Book and the Phoenix
Journals, which both cannot be 100% right as they do indeed contradict each other in at least
some cases, then not all of her material is original. This means if someone were to turn
somewhere else for "truth", they would probably stop reading at least one of these books.
Suppose someone gave up reading the one that was more true than the other. Now what they
decide would probably be based on what they had originally believed, so it may not make much of
a difference. So the results of this hypothetical situation I've created are a bit mixed, but the core
concern is what an individual would be lead to believe if Candace became known as a phony or
was being tricked by some alien entity.
Now let us look at the other hypothetical situation. Suppose Candace's material is correct, what is
AC's point/problem? Well, let me ask you something, why do you care in the first place? You
shouldn't take offense for such actions because Candace's material does lack in evidence, as do
a lot of other channeled material from different people. Channeled material is very subjective at
times as it usually pertains to improving the lives of a wide range of individuals. Objective material
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in channeled messages usually pertains to what has happened or what will happen (or the state of
things outside our earthly environment). Considering there has been no stasis, I think you get my
point, meaning forgiving the AC who posted should be very easy. It shouldn't be too hard to
understand what he/she is feeling/thinking.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2955373
United States
01/27/2012 10:12 PM
So far the only points in my arguments on page 38 that have been answered ones from two
different computers have not been answered by anyone other then different users and I believe
only one so far.
Now I am aware we have things in our lives but I'm still waiting for a response from Candace on
my points.
Thank you for time on the other AC's points by the way.
Truth Wave
User ID: 9705493
Portugal
01/28/2012 09:56 AM
Tell me NIP, what is the current plan? Are we going to have the big stasis, the mini-stasis,
announcements and/or evacuations? And where is Jupiter sun that we never saw? Are you sure
that the entire Agartha and Adama left the planet and are aboard ship? And they are up there
waiting? Waiting for the entire surface population to be evacuated as well? The Wave that is
coming is really dangerous… where is it? When does it come? Answer to these questions please.
Nothing that God Aton said ever happened, and I don’t mean just the last year, but the last 6
years.
Is this the end or what?
Is there going to be a day when something really visible happens? AH is very low in credibility
these days…
I abundantly hope that your celestial friends read this post.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 9239978
United States
01/28/2012 10:06 AM
just get busy living---as nothing ever occurs
DOK
User ID: 3777241
United States
01/28/2012 10:36 AM
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just get busy living---as nothing ever occurs
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9239978

I agree with your first part...Get busy living and serving others!
But the second part is a no go...I say instead "Because you want to be found walking in love and
service when it all comes to pass"

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 9747791
Canada
01/28/2012 12:28 PM
.
He was telling you where your information was coming from.
.
Quoting: overmind

We live in a false reality - an illusion - created by the Annunaki/illuminati who have controlled the
world for centuries. They are only interested in control, power and greed. They don't give a shit
about us. They lie to us, keep us in fear, keep us divided and fighting amongst ourselves so we
will not see what they are doing. In the meantime they are sucking us dry. They are the ultimate
leeches. Anyone who wants to maintain the status quo is advocating enslavement. Incidentally,
the net is tightening a little more each day. They want absolute control.
But how would we know this, it is all we know. It is like a little kid who lives in a dysfunctional
family and his father beats him every day. He thinks that every family is this way until he is old
enough to leave the house and realize that this is not the way it is supposed to be.
The Urantia Book, Phoenix Journals and many other spiritul books decribe how things are
supposed to be - the true reality.
The UB describes the Paradise Journey that we can choose to take. We start at the bottom and
work our way through the superuniverse up to the Isle of Paradise. At this time we a pure spirit
and are perfect.
Well Candace has taken this journey and is here to teach us the true realtiy.
It is time to "leave the House".
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Hang 'Em High
User ID: 9741782
United States
01/28/2012 12:35 PM
The 99.999% pure bullshit in this thread is probably the finest on GLP.
Pure, unadulterated atomic bullshit.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2464729
Canada
01/28/2012 03:47 PM
The 99.999% pure bullshit in this thread is probably the finest on GLP.
Pure, unadulterated atomic bullshit.

Quoting: Hang 'Em High

I've been studying spiritual material every day for fifteen years now.
You, on the other hand, have read nothing. Which is exactly what your opinion is worth.
overmind
User ID: 3022476
United States
01/28/2012 03:49 PM

.
He was telling you where your information was coming from.
.
Quoting: overmind

We live in a false reality - an illusion - created by the Annunaki/illuminati who have controlled the
world for centuries. They are only interested in control, power and greed. They don't give a shit
about us. They lie to us, keep us in fear, keep us divided and fighting amongst ourselves so we
will not see what they are doing. In the meantime they are sucking us dry. They are the ultimate
leeches. Anyone who wants to maintain the status quo is advocating enslavement. Incidentally,
the net is tightening a little more each day. They want absolute control.
But how would we know this, it is all we know. It is like a little kid who lives in a dysfunctional
family and his father beats him every day. He thinks that every family is this way until he is old
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enough to leave the house and realize that this is not the way it is supposed to be.
The Urantia Book, Phoenix Journals and many other spiritul books decribe how things are
supposed to be - the true reality.
The UB describes the Paradise Journey that we can choose to take. We start at the bottom and
work our way through the superuniverse up to the Isle of Paradise. At this time we a pure spirit
and are perfect.
Well Candace has taken this journey and is here to teach us the true realtiy.
It is time to "leave the House".
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9747791

I don't buy into the Annunaki/Illuminati/Draconian/Reptilian/Archon/Dark Cabal crap. These names
are superfluous, they represent an enemy that people create to describe the victimization they are
creating in their minds and inviting through their beliefs. All evil is temporary phenomena, and to
focus on it, to give it life, is simply emphasizing a finite phase that God doesn't even recognize in
His eternity. I really don't understand why someone would create and focus on a story explaining
why there are so many limitations blocking their way while the potential future of every individual is
limitless. Everyone likes to create their own version of why they can't do something or live a
certain way, and the energy of these thoughts help manifest such a reality in the first place. That
is why the celestials tell us to take account of our thoughts and to focus on love and light.
Now if you wish to believe Candace has made the Paradise journey, that is your choice. But does
the Urantia Book ever suggest that Finaliters or Mighty Messengers incarnate in the flesh? Put
differently, does it ever suggest the possibility that they could be born of woman a second time? I
certainly haven't found any evidence to support such a conclusion. Put simply, nobody
experiences the incarnation process of natural birth more than once except for the Avonals who
may participate in multiple bestowal missions. The Urantia Book is pretty clear.
(528.3) 46:7.5 Spornagia are the only creatures in all the universe of Nebadon who
experience this or any other sort of reincarnation. They are only reactive to the first five of the
adjutant mind-spirits; they are not responsive to the spirits of worship and wisdom. But the fiveadjutant mind equivalates to a totality or sixth reality level, and it is this factor which persists as an
experiential identity.
(1811.5) 164:3.4 There was, throughout all these regions, a lingering belief in reincarnation. The
older Jewish teachers, together with Plato, Philo, and many of the Essenes, tolerated the theory
that men may reap in one incarnation what they have sown in a previous existence; thus in one
life they were believed to be expiating the sins committed in preceding lives. The Master found it
difficult to make men believe that their souls had not had previous existences.
(225.6) 20:2.7 3. Bestowal Missions. The Avonal Sons do all, at least once, bestow themselves
upon some mortal race on some evolutionary world. Judicial visits are numerous, magisterial
missions may be plural, but on each planet there appears but one bestowal Son. Bestowal
Avonals are born of woman as Michael of Nebadon was incarnated on Urantia.
(225.7) 20:2.8 There is no limit to the number of times the Avonal Sons may serve on magisterial
and on bestowal missions, but usually, when the experience has been seven times traversed,
there is suspension in favor of those who have had less of such service. These Sons of multiple
bestowal experience are then assigned to the high personal council of a Creator Son, thus
becoming participants in the administration of universe affairs.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 9760754
Canada
01/28/2012 04:56 PM
A fellow UB reader. It's a pleasure.
I'm a little surprised that you don't believe that the illuminati is alive and well and screwing us
royally.
I just did a google search for "illuminati" and came up with 43,200,000 hits.
David dIcke has essentially devoted his life to the study of the illuminati. He can trace their
bloodline back for centuries.
I have read their manifesto & they have followed it to a 't'.
The UB didn't discuss reincarnation to protect the offspring of Jesus (Esu Immanuel Kumara).
However, Phoenix Journal # 36, "Human, The Science of Man" explains exactly how it works.
I hope this is helpful.
overmind
User ID: 3022476
United States
01/28/2012 05:31 PM

A fellow UB reader. It's a pleasure.
I'm a little surprised that you don't believe that the illuminati is alive and well and screwing us
royally.
I just did a google search for "illuminati" and came up with 43,200,000 hits.
David dIcke has essentially devoted his life to the study of the illuminati. He can trace their
bloodline back for centuries.
I have read their manifesto & they have followed it to a 't'.
The UB didn't discuss reincarnation to protect the offspring of Jesus (Esu Immanuel Kumara).
However, Phoenix Journal # 36, "Human, The Science of Man" explains exactly how it works.
I hope this is helpful.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9760754

I know the Illuminati at least existed as a secret society in the 18th century. I don't really blame
them specifically for the mess we are in, as it involves a complex combination of people and
events. I would rather focus on solving the problems on this earth instead of focusing on whom to
blame. I know Caligastia had a large involvement in the turmoils of this sphere, but the rebellion
was adjudicated before I was even born, so it isn't something I think about to 24/7. As for the PJ's,
I don't trust them, and I will never agree with them while on this earthly plane. Only until I move on
and get the chance to learn unadulterated truth will I be able to aptly deny one thing or another.
So until then, I will stick with my gut, as well as the observation that I was never spirit-led to read
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such a document. I'm not a follower of David either, although I am sure he really believes what he
says he does.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 9774335
Canada
01/28/2012 09:13 PM
Quoting: overmind

I know the Illuminati at least existed as a secret society in the 18th century. I don't really blame
them specifically for the mess we are in, as it involves a complex combination of people and
events. I would rather focus on solving the problems on this earth instead of focusing on whom to
blame. I know Caligastia had a large involvement in the turmoils of this sphere, but the rebellion
was adjudicated before I was even born, so it isn't something I think about to 24/7. As for the PJ's,
I don't trust them, and I will never agree with them while on this earthly plane. Only until I move on
and get the chance to learn unadulterated truth will I be able to aptly deny one thing or another.
So until then, I will stick with my gut, as well as the observation that I was never spirit-led to read
such a document. I'm not a follower of David either, although I am sure he really believes what he
says he does.

Fair enough.
I would just like to say that I have read a huge amount of information on the illuminati and I am
convinced they exist and have a choke hold on a large percentage of the world's population.
But it isn't to assess blame, it is to identify a problem. We can't address a problem if we don't
know one exists.
The world is in horrendous shape due to illuminati policies which are based on greed, power and
control. Some say we are at fault for not seeing this and stopping them.
I don't agree with everything David dIcke says either but I think he makes quite a few very valid
points. Very few people have done more reseach.
As for the Phoenix Journals, we will just have to disagree.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/29/2012 01:35 PM

As to my post immediately prior to this one, please understand in my wide recommended reading I
noticed a lot of discrepancies from one to the next and I did ASK as LOT OF QUESTIONS around
that. Thus my teachings around them.
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Spirit Beings like CM cannot incarnate INTO a human body, none of us can. I did figure out that
the incarnation 2000 years ago was of two individuals and this was confirmed to me and we did
put that out publicly in April 2005, piece #25. CM had to "hide" per se behind his Hatonn story for
years to cover up his own personal return to this world.
AH IS the 2nd coming organization and thru us, you are getting some of those sources and stories
and conflicts of information clarified as to details.
Personalized Thought adjuster being calledThe Scribe of Damascus and Sananda is totally
a bullshit story put into circulation thru the guy in Australia, I forget his name. I was long on his
list and the day I confronted him on that, was the day he removed me from his list. It was done to
drive UB readers away form MY work and the PJ's in one swell swoop and it was very
effective.
I know these to two individuals, CM and Esu very well and the Sananda belongs to ESU.
CM has given material under several names. He is for example the author of the RA material and
the Jesus who gave the 365 lessons of the Course in Miracles, and only the course. Others wrote
that stupid book full of some bullshit, called the URTEXT that accompanies it and which takes
preference over the actual 365 lessons in the whole package and it was the urtext that turned me
completely OFF, I saw no miracles there.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Having JUST read the entire section in the Urantia book about Jesus, I would concur with this.
The "Scribe from Damascus" was a nickname given him (Jesus) while in the employ of a wealthy
business man and his son.
Quoting: (:-DeeZe

well I read all of it at one point and I don't recall the story of him being employed by a wealthy
business man and his son, where is that? do you know? Of course the search feature might
reveal that if the term was actually used in the UB.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

hi candace, are we going to start announcement/disclosure within weeks, according to siraya's
target message?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9350438

I was given a hoped for (target date) today, so I will remain "hopeful". CM and Esu seem in good
spirits about this.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 9387895
United States
01/29/2012 01:38 PM
...
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Having JUST read the entire section in the Urantia book about Jesus, I would concur with this.
The "Scribe from Damascus" was a nickname given him (Jesus) while in the employ of a wealthy
business man and his son.
Quoting: (:-DeeZe

well I read all of it at one point and I don't recall the story of him being employed by a wealthy
business man and his son, where is that? do you know? Of course the search feature might
reveal that if the term was actually used in the UB.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

hi candace, are we going to start announcement/disclosure within weeks, according to siraya's
target message?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9350438

I was given a hoped for (target date) today, so I will remain "hopeful". CM and Esu seem in good
spirits about this.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

will CM and ESU give us an update in a few days about this?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/29/2012 02:08 PM

A fellow UB reader. It's a pleasure.
I'm a little surprised that you don't believe that the illuminati is alive and well and screwing us
royally.
I just did a google search for "illuminati" and came up with 43,200,000 hits.
David dIcke has essentially devoted his life to the study of the illuminati. He can trace their
bloodline back for centuries.
I have read their manifesto & they have followed it to a 't'.
The UB didn't discuss reincarnation to protect the offspring of Jesus (Esu Immanuel Kumara).
However, Phoenix Journal # 36, "Human, The Science of Man" explains exactly how it works.
I hope this is helpful.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9760754
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you ub readers want to share your favorite parts in my UB thread? Thread: Discovering the
Urantia Book every few days I pick out something and then forget to post it.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8842959
United States
01/29/2012 05:28 PM
...

Having JUST read the entire section in the Urantia book about Jesus, I would concur with this.
The "Scribe from Damascus" was a nickname given him (Jesus) while in the employ of a wealthy
business man and his son.
Quoting: (:-DeeZe

well I read all of it at one point and I don't recall the story of him being employed by a wealthy
business man and his son, where is that? do you know? Of course the search feature might
reveal that if the term was actually used in the UB.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

hi candace, are we going to start announcement/disclosure within weeks, according to siraya's
target message?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9350438

I was given a hoped for (target date) today, so I will remain "hopeful". CM and Esu seem in good
spirits about this.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Hope so, because most of us are about on our death beds....
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1302349
Canada
01/29/2012 05:41 PM
The 99.999% pure bullshit in this thread is probably the finest on GLP.
Pure, unadulterated atomic bullshit.

Quoting: Hang 'Em High

I've been studying spiritual material every day for fifteen years now.
You, on the other hand, have read nothing. Which is exactly what your opinion is worth.
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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2464729

On the contrary, I'm a theology scholar.
You, on the other hand, are a remedial moran.
overmind
User ID: 3022476
United States
01/29/2012 06:00 PM

The 99.999% pure bullshit in this thread is probably the finest on GLP.
Pure, unadulterated atomic bullshit.

Quoting: Hang 'Em High

I've been studying spiritual material every day for fifteen years now.
You, on the other hand, have read nothing. Which is exactly what your opinion is worth.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2464729

On the contrary, I'm a theology scholar.
You, on the other hand, are a remedial moran.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1302349

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/29/2012 10:11 PM
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Tell me NIP, what is the current plan? Are we going to have the big stasis, the mini-stasis,
announcements and/or evacuations? And where is Jupiter sun that we never saw? Are you sure
that the entire Agartha and Adama left the planet and are aboard ship? And they are up there
waiting? Waiting for the entire surface population to be evacuated as well? The Wave that is
coming is really dangerous… where is it? When does it come? Answer to these questions please.
Nothing that God Aton said ever happened, and I don’t mean just the last year, but the last 6
years.
Is this the end or what?
Is there going to be a day when something really visible happens? AH is very low in credibility
these days…
I abundantly hope that your celestial friends read this post.
Quoting: Truth Wave 9705493

The current plan is for short announcements and then stasis. If you want to question what is going
on and it is your right and responsibility to do so, please do however make your own contact.
Jupiter did happen and NASA did post the baby pics. We do not reveal everything that happens
during an evidence collecting stage for the local and universal court system. Deal with it.
There is abundant evidence if you look for the WAVE. I have previously provided material for how
to look on that, probably in the WAVE thread. there are again reports of noises and just this
evening I listened to an episode of the rumbling which was loud enough to get me to go outdoors
and listen.
At times my home is shaking, perhaps easier to detect than some places because it is a cheap
mobile home sitting on pillars like most do. The thing rattles and shakes when the washer is in
spin cycle or the furnace runs and this is not unlike the furnace running that I feel from time to
time.
Obviously the evacuation of Argartha cannot be proved, but Eve does have excellent contact with
Adama and that will have to suffice for the time being, as to someone outside of myself. I imagine
being advanced beings at least well beyond the surface people they are having a wondrous time
because they have never been much on the surface and only some of them have been aboard
craft and never before have over 100 million people from under there been altogether on a craft. I
should be an exiting time for all of them. What would it be like for YOU. We are working on the
best outcome for all and I personally want these deluded folks of earth to have some truth bout
this world and the nature of God and our visitors.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 3583896
United States
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01/29/2012 10:14 PM
this thread needs its own stasis until this actually goes down
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/29/2012 10:21 PM

...

well I read all of it at one point and I don't recall the story of him being employed by a wealthy
business man and his son, where is that? do you know? Of course the search feature might
reveal that if the term was actually used in the UB.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

hi candace, are we going to start announcement/disclosure within weeks, according to siraya's
target message?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9350438

I was given a hoped for (target date) today, so I will remain "hopeful". CM and Esu seem in good
spirits about this.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Hope so, because most of us are about on our death beds....
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 8842959

And how will this change that?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/29/2012 10:25 PM
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...

well I read all of it at one point and I don't recall the story of him being employed by a wealthy
business man and his son, where is that? do you know? Of course the search feature might
reveal that if the term was actually used in the UB.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

hi candace, are we going to start announcement/disclosure within weeks, according to siraya's
target message?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9350438

I was given a hoped for (target date) today, so I will remain "hopeful". CM and Esu seem in good
spirits about this.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

will CM and ESU give us an update in a few days about this?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9387895

I have no idea when or what. Perhaps now would be a great time for us to STFU and not give any
hints? I am going to perhaps ask for a special guest venue of myself on glp chat. that is why the
thread for how to get my mac on chat I started today, they keep changing how macs work for
chatting I guess. I have 3 sets of instructions now I will have to try out. If it do it will be on the
political money control issues. Being this is the season for such and people still have no true
concrete idea here of the globalization. I have been listening in off and on to chat to see what they
are all screeching at each other about for "fun".
DOK
User ID: 3777241
United States
01/29/2012 10:27 PM

Tell me NIP, what is the current plan? Are we going to have the big stasis, the mini-stasis,
announcements and/or evacuations? And where is Jupiter sun that we never saw? Are you sure
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that the entire Agartha and Adama left the planet and are aboard ship? And they are up there
waiting? Waiting for the entire surface population to be evacuated as well? The Wave that is
coming is really dangerous… where is it? When does it come? Answer to these questions please.
Nothing that God Aton said ever happened, and I don’t mean just the last year, but the last 6
years.
Is this the end or what?
Is there going to be a day when something really visible happens? AH is very low in credibility
these days…
I abundantly hope that your celestial friends read this post.
Quoting: Truth Wave 9705493

The current plan is for short announcements and then stasis. If you want to question what is going
on and it is your right and responsibility to do so, please do however make your own contact.
Jupiter did happen and NASA did post the baby pics. We do not reveal everything that happens
during an evidence collecting stage for the local and universal court system. Deal with it.
There is abundant evidence if you look for the WAVE. I have previously provided material for how
to look on that, probably in the WAVE thread. there are again reports of noises and just this
evening I listened to an episode of the rumbling which was loud enough to get me to go outdoors
and listen.
At times my home is shaking, perhaps easier to detect than some places because it is a cheap
mobile home sitting on pillars like most do. The thing rattles and shakes when the washer is in
spin cycle or the furnace runs and this is not unlike the furnace running that I feel from time to
time.
Obviously the evacuation of Argartha cannot be proved, but Eve does have excellent contact with
Adama and that will have to suffice for the time being, as to someone outside of myself. I imagine
being advanced beings at least well beyond the surface people they are having a wondrous time
because they have never been much on the surface and only some of them have been aboard
craft and never before have over 100 million people from under there been altogether on a craft. I
should be an exiting time for all of them. What would it be like for YOU. We are working on the
best outcome for all and I personally want these deluded folks of earth to have some truth bout
this world and the nature of God and our visitors.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

It is very exciting just to read what you have posted above. For some time now I have been
inviting relocated inner earth brothers and sisters and relocated topside brothers and sisters to
join in meditation time. This is encouraging to hear that all is still on track....
And just to reinforce, my house sits on a solid cement slab and I have felt the floor vibrating
beneath my feet from time to time and experienced some recent dizziness. All good, huh!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/29/2012 11:02 PM
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That's what your posts look like to everyone else, Candace.
In case anyone is curious, Candace is a 60+ year old woman living in a ghetto trailer park in
Denver. She's was committed by her daughter several times in the 90s, resulting in her getting put
on various medications and getting a disability check every months.
She's not an ascended master, she doesn't channel jesus, she hasn't been to any spacecraft.
Jupiter is a planet, not a star or a starship or whatever other insanity she's currently claiming. She
daydreams all of the crap she posts and thinks that it's being sent to her by the gods.
She will delete this post and ban me from her thread for posting this, but who cares? The old
woman is crazy. Quoted from above.
First thanks Overmind for your reply to the person above, who I did just ban and remove the post.
I have never been in a mental institution except as a NURSE taking care of folks. There are no
commitment records to be had, they do not exist. I did spend a couple years before my divorce
back in the early 1980's seeing a counselor employed by the Colorado MS society. I devoted
many many hours of teaching and program development there to the MS Society and was its
Mother of the year once. I sought counseling as it was becoming obvious something terrible was
going on and I was going to have to break my marriage. Nothing wrong with getting counseling
around that.
I have had many hospitalizations and at least 2 dozen surgeries, but not ever a single one for
mental issues. During those years my daughter was overseas and also to young to commit me to
anything. I just noticed they added to this standard repertoire about me, that she did this in the
90's. Really dear thugs, you can do better than that, at that time she was in fact mostly
OVERSEAS in the military and no such thing happened. Prior to going overseas, she was living
elsewhere, not in my area and was busy having a baby and so on and so forth. I was in fact her
birth coach for her first child. She returned with her husband from overseas near the end of 1997
and they lived with me and birthed a child during those years before they moved into their own
place in early 2000.
I have lived thru quite a few difficulties in my life and have never once "lost it". NOT even close to
anything that could be labeled a break down. I am a very tough old bird and I was born a tough
old bird. That I continue to move forward with this must be some evidence of that.
I am engaged in more than generally hits my website, and if I was so ill, I would not have gotten
involved with the OITC either. Jupiter has actually been a so called "proto" star in the forming, and
NASA took its baby pics after it was "ignited". If you thugs can't handle that, sorry, but it's your
problem, not mine. I am 64 1/2 and I do live in a mobile home, but this is not a getto mobile home
park. Those do exist, this one is not. That I am 64 and live in a mobile home is not any sort of
issue that proves anything about me.
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Now as to those 90's mentioned above, I got my social security disability in 1984, effectively
retroactive to 1982. And my disability checks thus come MONTHLY not every few months,
somebody didn't do their research. The Disability was given for my MS and Arthritis. You do not
want this body, any of you. My MS is the result of the 1976 swine flu vaccine. I am on exactly NO
mental medications. I am on morphine for 12 years now for the chronic pain. I have been on
chronic pain meds for gosh, 30 years at least. Otherwise I take estrogen, my only other RX at this
time. In addition to the MS and arthritis I have substantial stenosis of my spine and a few other
conditions. My disability is well deserved.
And I remind you thugs, I do not do this alone, I have a global team. Which includes lots of other
dedicated and completely sane people.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 9857843
Canada
01/30/2012 05:56 AM
The 99.999% pure bullshit in this thread is probably the finest on GLP.
Pure, unadulterated atomic bullshit.

Quoting: Hang 'Em High

I've been studying spiritual material every day for fifteen years now.
You, on the other hand, have read nothing. Which is exactly what your opinion is worth.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2464729

On the contrary, I'm a theology scholar.
You, on the other hand, are a remedial moran.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1302349

Hardly.
So you are a theology scholar. You have spent years studying religious theory & now you behave
like a horse's ass. And you choose "Hang em High" for a handle.
Good try.
Why don't you try to do something constructive and add to society instead of subtracting form it.
Stefan Parlow
User ID: 1068734
Austria
01/30/2012 07:03 AM
this thread needs its own stasis until this actually goes down
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 3583896
+ 1000
I am a mystic.
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http:/christus-spricht.com
Buchdownload: [link to christus-spricht.com]
download book: [link to christus-spricht.com]
Truth Wave
User ID: 9863817
Portugal
01/30/2012 10:22 AM
I was given a hoped for (target date) today, so I will remain "hopeful". CM and Esu seem in good
spirits about this.

Like they were in the end of the year when stasis was about to start, right?
If they are not able to start the announcements they will blame the Dark Ones as they always do.
The Dark Ones can’t do anything against God. There are 10 million ships around the planet!!!
How many does the Dark have?
If a decision is made by a Celestial Bigwig, there is no one in its way able to stop what was
decided. No one has the power to stop a decision made by God.
As to the announcements, see to believe…
DOK
User ID: 3777241
United States
01/30/2012 11:26 AM

I have come to one major conclusion. If each of us would just walk in the light that we have the
world would be a better place immediately AND it would make room for more light to be revealed
to us as individuals. Two years ago I would not have accepted much if any of this information, but
have since then been shown differently. One of the major revelations for me was just how much
MORE love I needed to be walking in.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1728729
United States
01/30/2012 12:00 PM
I have come to one major conclusion. If each of us would just walk in the light that we have the
world would be a better place immediately AND it would make room for more light to be revealed
to us as individuals. Two years ago I would not have accepted much if any of this information, but
have since then been shown differently. One of the major revelations for me was just how much
MORE love I needed to be walking in.
Quoting: DOK
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why is it that you only poke around NIPs threads? Either you are stalking or u r NIP
DOK
User ID: 3777241
United States
01/30/2012 12:01 PM

...

Ya know, many had given up on being patient when Jesus was born as a baby over 2000 years
ago. How many decades had they been waiting? Think on that...
I am
committed to be found KNOWING that he is faithful and will do what he says...on his perfect
timetable, not mine!
Quoting: DOK

Once again condescending...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 6403273

Would you label it condescending if I said I KNOW 2 + 2 = 4 when you said it probably was not.
Quoting: DOK

The whole principle of it is condescending, you cannot know because you are at a certain
time/space/state whatever you want and because of this we cannot inform you.
So yes I would.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 6403273

I do not want to come across to you as condescending. I apologize that my response did.
Melungeon
User ID: 3394536
United States
01/30/2012 12:04 PM
Anyone who doesn't like NIP's posts DON'T read them. I am a hardcore Bible thumper and I enjoy
reading her posts. Even if I don't agree with her views, I can tell she is very sincere and I respect
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that. She's not trying to brainwash anyone. She just posts information to let you make up your
mind.
DOK
User ID: 3777241
United States
01/30/2012 12:16 PM

I have come to one major conclusion. If each of us would just walk in the light that we have the
world would be a better place immediately AND it would make room for more light to be revealed
to us as individuals. Two years ago I would not have accepted much if any of this information, but
have since then been shown differently. One of the major revelations for me was just how much
MORE love I needed to be walking in.
Quoting: DOK

why is it that you only poke around NIPs threads? Either you are stalking or u r NIP
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1728729

HAHAHAHAHA...No, I am NOT NIP! I couldn't fill her shoes if I tried. I am interested in the things
she has to teach and am a happy student for as long as we have left here though. And, NO I am
not a stalker....you are just too cute! I read elsewhere on this forum and post a little, it's just that
this is where my major interest stands.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/30/2012 07:22 PM

we have tons of cloud ships down here today, lovely big cluster of what I call "dinner plate styles"
like this one: [link to www.google.com]
If some of you have never seen them: here is a google images link: [link to www.google.com]
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We have LOTS of the little ones too, [link to www.google.com]
The big cluster of dinner plates, is just a bit west of the underground runways north of the DIA
terminal.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8842959
United States
01/30/2012 08:12 PM
...

hi candace, are we going to start announcement/disclosure within weeks, according to siraya's
target message?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9350438

I was given a hoped for (target date) today, so I will remain "hopeful". CM and Esu seem in good
spirits about this.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Hope so, because most of us are about on our death beds....
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 8842959

And how will this change that?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

well...I suppose I would be fixed. I guess they could just laugh at me aboard ship. I don't know,
perhaps death would be better than being laughed at by shipboard beings.
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